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PRE FA-C E.
The following Letters \vere originally de-
signed for the benefit -of the Brother to \vhom
they \vere addressed. For liis convenience
they \vere inserted in the- Castigator, and by
that means were first brought to public view.
The solicitations of a few friends., in connec-
tion with the desire of aiding and encouraging
every effort for the liberation of the enslaved and
degraded Africans, wer~ the means of bringing
them befor~ the public a second time, and in'
another form..
. They 'have received several ,~lterations and.
additions. And some· efforts have been made
to render the \vork more complete than it was
in its original form; but stin, it is far'from pos-
sessing that excellence of co.rnpositjon which
the ilnportance of its subject requires. There-
fore, it ·i$ desired that its imperfections may ~e
attributed to the weakness of its author, and
not to that of the cause it is intended to support.
, But little can reasonably be hoped in relation
IV. ,--
'to the success of this work,- when it is consid-
ere~ that, in addition to the difficulties arising
from its o\vn imperfections, it must- bear the
charge- of fanaticism, and contend with prejiJ~
dices that have been rapidly increasing f6r ages.
In ,.,opposition to it, more than ten thousand en-
yenqrned tongues, and pens dipt in the gall of
unrelenting avarice, may be expected to plead
the cause of injustice. .
These difficulties, however, should be con-
sidered as so many arguments in favor of. the
work. If but a little good can be done, it is
the more necessary that that little should be
done. That'involu.ntary slavery is a very dan-
gerous evil, and that our nation is involved in
it, none can, \vith truth, deny. And that the
safety of our government, and the happiness of
its subjects depend upon the externlination of
this evil, must be obvious to every enlightened
mind. Nor is it less evident, that i~ is the duty
of every ·citizen, according to his·statio~, talents
~ and opportunity, to use suitableexertioDs for the
abolition of an evil which is pregnant with the
growing principles of ruin. Surely, no station
should be unimproved; no talent, ho\vever small,
should be-buried; nor shollId any' opportunity
of doing~good be lost when the safety of a _vast
nation, and the ha.ppiness of nlillions of the-hu-
man family, delnand prompt and' powerful exer-
tions. ,Every thing that can be done, either by
_, fa~r discussion, or by any other lawful means,
ought to be done, and done speedily, in order to
avert the hastening ruin that must otherwise
soon overtake us !
Let all the friends of justice and suffering bu..
manity, do \vhat little they can, in their several
circles, and according to their various stations,
capacities and opportunities; and all their little
stJreams of exertion will, in process of time, flo\v
together, and constitute a mighty river that shall
sweep a\vay the yoke o( oppression, and purge
"our nation from the abominations of slavery..
To. THE, READER:
_. The present edition of the Rev. Mr. Rand
kin '5 valuable "letters, which is now reprinted at
the request of the Provide~ceAnti-Slavery 80-
ciet~T, owes its publication to the following cir-
cumstance. During the last sum.mer a clergy-
InaD' of Masssachusetts who had been travel-
ling in the Western States, disclosed to me
SODle most appalling facts concerning the treat-
ment to' which our colored brethren are fre-
quently st;lbjected, and to \vpich they'~re al\vays
exposed, in the Slaveholding States,:~~pd,' that
a detail of some of these enormities {Ilight be
found in a little book, \vhi~h he had.~•. seen at
Maysville. I accordingly directed a letter to
the Rev. Dyer ~urgess of Cincinnati, request-
A2
ing him to procure, if ,possi~Je, a c~py ~f the
wor~.. In'·~a.few weeks a Cbpy ,vas received
from{'him, for which, ,I beg leave, though late,
thus,publicly to return Iny most gratefqI ac-
knowledgelnents, not only to the donor, but to
the 'aut~lor; of the book, who I have understood
froln good authority, has cheerfully consented
to its republication. It is now most affection-
ately commended to the attentive, perusal of all
persons inJo whose hands it may fall. Let such
recollect that slavery allover the world and
especially in the United States is, in the indig-
~ant language of "lilberforce, " the full lneaS-
ure of pure" ~lnsophisticated 'wickedness; and
scorning all competition or comparison, it stands
without' a rival in the secure, undisputed pos-
session of its detestable pre'-enlinence." In
the language of 0 'Connell, " of all men living
':l,n Anlerica11 slaveholder is the most despicable;
he is a political hypocrite of the very worst de-
scription." Finally~'let all who doubt this, 're-
,nlember the emphatic language of the Rev.
Samuel J. l\fills: "Facts will always produce
an effect, at least on pious minds. Yo~ can
easiIY'~r.pqss·ess,.yourself of facts, the bare recital
of wftic/f', ivi~t 'ma.ke the heart blee'd# Thes.e
fa9t~,:;;Ip~tbe' proclaimed in the ears of the peo-
ple., ·ihaf.,they may be induced to send the hope
<?f the gpsp¢l to tl~e expiring and despairing
,slave, as well as to th~ debased and miserable
free black." c JOSHVA COFFIN,.
LETTER l~'
My DEAR BROTHER,
I received--yours of the '2d "])ecember, with mingled
sensations of pleasure 'and pain; it gave me _pl~~sul'e
to hear of your health, 'and pain to hear of your pur..
chasing slaves.. I c'onsider involuntary slavery, a DeVer
failing fountain of the grossest immorality, and one of
the deepest sources of human misery; it hangs like the
mantle of night over our republic, and shrouds its rising
glories. I sincerely pity the man who tinges his hand
in the unhallowed thing that is fraught with the tears,
and sweat, and groans, and blood of hapless millions of
innocent; uDoffending people,. ,
A nlistaken brother, ,vha has nianifest~4"-to me a
kind and generous heart, claims my stro'ng~,st~~r"sYJI?pa..
thies. When I see him involved in what is"'bgth 'sinful
and dangerous, shall I Dot strive t:()' Iib'er~te him?
Does he wander from the pa~hs of rectitude; and shall
not fraternal aftection pursue, and call him from the
,verge of ruin, and ~he unperceived precipice. of WO, to
•
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the fair a.nd pleasant wa.I~~ of PIety a~d peace? Shall
I suffer sin .llPon ~y brother ?', ~o, his kindness to me
. forqj~s it, fraternal lo.ve forbids,' it, and what is still
more to be regarded, the'.Jaw of God forbids it. Though '
he has wandered for the nloment; may I not hope to
'show him'·4is error, and restrain his wanderings?
Under such views and feelings, I haY~ resolved to
address you in a series of letters; on the injustice of
ensl8:ving the Africans. This I hope you will receive,
as a~ expression ~f fraternal affection, as well as of
gratitude to you for former favot~. I entreat you to
give me that 'c;andid attention which the fondness of a
r . brother solicits, and. the importance of the subject de..
{'\mands. In the commencement I think it proper to ap-
, prize you that several things, connected with the pres...
ent condition of the Africans, tend to bias the mind
against.them, and consequently incapacitate it for an
impartial decision with respect to their rights.
I. Their color is very different from our own. This
ieads many to conclude. that Heaven has expressly
marked them out for servitude; and when the mind
once settles upon such a conclusion, it is completely
fortified against the strongest arguments that reason
can suggest, or the mind of nlan "invent. In order to
save you from a conclusion, so' false and 'unreas.onaole,.
let me invite your attention to the book of inspirarion ;
there you will find that the blackness of the African' is
not, the' horrible mark of Cain, nor the direful effects of
. Noah's curse1 but the mark of a scorching sun. ' Look
not upon me because I am ',black, because the sun" hath
~Qoked upon m~: my mot.her'8 children were angry' with
me; .tl1,ey made me the keeper of the. 'Vineya'rds.' Canti-. _
~Jes. i. 6. • Ju ~~js passage tbe Chur~hof Christ evident-
tETTER 1.
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Iy speaks of herself.:~.nderthe figure of an Ethiopian,
- on whom the sun. had)ooked with such intensity' as '
changed his 'color, and so rendered him the object of
hatred to the rest of mankind;'who with himself·origi- .
nally sprang from the same mother, and were in reality
his brethren. The text may be thus paraphrased.
Look not upon me (with indignation) because I am
blac'k; because the sun hath looked upon me (so as to
make me black) my mothers children were angry with
me. This conveys evidently the true meaning of the
passage·, and shows that the Divine.Sp~rit by whom it
was dictated, assumed it as' a correct principle, that the._
blackness of the Ethiopian's skin is caused by' the sun.
Th~ word Ethiopian, which is frequently found in:
Scripture, denotes, according to its derivation, a person
whose visage is .changed to blackness by burning. The
same truth is evident from the face of the world, which
exhibits various shades of human colo!, according to all
its variegated climates. .
" To prove that color is the effect of climate it is only
necessary to attend to certain facts which are notorious
to the slightest observation.
~Geographers have aivided our earth into five Zones
-the Tor~id, two temperate and two Frigid Zones.
The torrid zane extending 23 1-2 degrees on each side
of the equator forms a belt of 47 'degree's, running from
east to west quite round the globe; to e'very p~rt of
which the sun is vertical at least once in the year.
The ancients supposed that this re~ion was' not habit...
able, in consequence of the intense heat of a vertical
BUD. In this they were mistaken. It is.found support-
in:g, in general, as dense a population as either of the
~mperate zone$, which lie between jt and the polar
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<;ircletJ; with however thiFJ femlrl'Q:blo tllffott ence-it8
ifJ1tnbHanta arc hlu.ck Clt ttpproaching to bln(~k. AN
thi~ zone in it~ whole hr(H~,dt.h tjweep~ OVf~r tho ~()1.1ti",
n(Jut of .Africn., .it (Hnbl'tl.e~~ tno"t of itffl inhn.bitttrttfJ, who
nro c{)n~cquotltly black or tH)[l,l'ly ~n~ ,AM iff} r~c@do
(torn t.ho aquP,tor tow'[I,rd tho P()]OM, tho eOlrJploxio:J1 of.
tho inhn,bitn,ntH. lH;;corn.tj$ g'l'tttlun.'J1y Lightvt, until in tho
eXf.rcrnit.ioM of tlHJ tfJnlpo..n.t~ ttnd in tlH) frigid zonOflJ J
which H(:] around UiO pt1!Ofil, thoy fifO whitt,.
i Such iftJ th(J fnet. And LlJiI'l :f{H~t nlotJo, 'wero wo
llJlo,ble in thn f-l'ligJ .• tost dO!i:l'ce to 11,(j(,:ount Hit it, ougb t
to ho tiJnflleiout. t,{) ~nf,iNf:V UJo ltonr}rjf; huptlroT u.1hJr truth,
thnt (~(1J.or i~ tho (:dr(lf~t· of (dinw.tn. :Uut tho 1.hct rilfl.y
be, W(J upPJ.+eJtotHl, in H()JIlO dngru(j n1. ]n(H~t, nceoont.(Hl
for. 'V nri(Ht~ {nw,tofn-ic~n.l (lXf1t.11'jruentf.1 pl·C)"t~; lHlyuud
itll cou.trnJdiet.if)U, tJw.t tho Jfh,rHul Mldu Cf)HfillHtFl of' f/wo
Inminn, or eonb.~, 'which lU'f.j in rdJ enfiOH 'wJdto; [Hul "'hut
the color dopn'HJtiI oh u (',()11f!,rdn.fA~!d HubNttJ..tH~{), whicli
lh:,s hotWClOU l.'hUHO Cnfi.t.N. 'f'hr, oXLOt;tH' cou.t bedn«
t.rtJ.u~pu.rOt)t u.nd (,x(~nf!din!~r.I'y P0l'OUfiP01:JOjt.rl tlto Mun';"
rfl,yH to 1tf~t upon tJ.Hl c(lni~·nlu.tod MnhHtnnGO n'(!(dy ;w]licb,
itt l.~v('ry iJH4n.nr-n, if I;ho fH~1.ion 1JI) ifif.• fHejoot!y p:r()trnct,...
(3d, l{i vet" n ti ngf ' or (~(Jl(')riIlg J>J'oportiol1od to tJJ.() hiten..
~it.y Qr tho i'fttti';-1 hOftt..
'~efJ thiH it. fUo,y '110 (JhjoGto«l, thn.t tho (~olor of the in...
]Htbjtn,nt~ of tlJo HOV.')'·",) (j"IHlf.tlf!!'i of our ~loho i~ flot
in.vn.rhtbly tho ~lutH! .ill bnth JHu·uJlrdN~ 'r·hht .iN u,dtuh.....
ted; but tho nhjt~ntilltJ whon oxntniuoil, ~(lOJij tn oHf,ub",
lhdt our pOlifitinn. Jt. j~ wull IcutJwn tJw,t thf) jntou~lty
of tho fU,lU',.. hout dopon(J~J fIlueh fHl f,ho lltttUff.} of tho
cu,rth'6 HUrntC'~" Fr()fo PI ~!n{)()th, hJvfJl 8urfttCO the
power of re(Ioct.;ofl iff nluch gr(j(ttt~r, than it iH 0.t! ::.4
brok(~'tl n.nrl irt'cg-ulnr fiJurf'r.u~e ; nud it J.ln.~ lot)« boon re..
11.
fi1ttrked1 tho,t the irthubitftnt~ of tho lc:Jvol ~rtndy eountriBIJ
of AJrh}(l. UfO lnUc'Jtl blt1C.ktn;~ thnll thoFYO of thfJ hilly ftnd
rrJountftiuoum pRrtm.. .
, Anti fjO rllnttOt.t whnt 1JH1 ()rig-inn'! (~t}rnJ)It1){i9H gf the
elnlgtttnt14 ttl ftuy Cr.HHltty JtHtY hav~ b'Jctl, it l~ rdwttys
found to [i(HHH1Uf.lndnt(1 itf.HJ.)f to tht;) huo JiBculiltt to that.
couut,·y or eHrrultc. 11tH)c~ tho ol",:)WM, wh(} W£HrO doubt...
1~8H orfghwJJy u,]1 (jfthxj fHH'JlfJ (;{)nlp)c;nd~JJ't1 (l,ud wlHJ n~vor
intcrnutrry with tho IHl.ti.OlJf'! u.lJOng 'wJltH'U t)}{!y fH1jouru,
tu'U f(:)uud to hf; \v.Jlit.o in (tonou,ny and :Polu.TH:l, ~Wtt1.lthy
in. SjJoJu aud :Pol't.lIgnJ, oJivo iu 1JHJ '[ltt.rb~1;l~Y StltLes o,fld
in .F~gypt, (I.1Hl hlnnk in lJ.jnd(Jo~htn. ,A tId. brJtlQfJ a
colony of 1~tJJjnr;inuH1 'wJJO H(~t.t1«)d. .nt (~oJ.ehJH, ott tba
.llltt(~k Son., tWt) thnn~m.n(l yC(t.ff4 flgt), ]HI.,v(J r.ow· IHJIJOffi9
wllite, ft.fid t.ho Pn1tugur:'MO \\l1jo Hl]ttJ.f.~d two hundred
Y(}l~·r~i ~jnf~o on t.h(~ COf:t.fi1t of AJt'ieu., hJueJt~
j :Uut fltiH w("} O;tO n~kod, "i.f color be; UHJ oJnJ(~t of'
c'J ilfHtto, why U,,, nf~gTn(jrS huru in tho lJ.nit.od Sttt,t,fJa tLffJ
not; 1vhiJ.o r" W (j (I.UFJ)vnrj v~l.dnlJr1 f(]fl.~OIlR J1Hty 1,f)
givon~ ~[".hnUg'h 'Wo Ht'(J .in fI.. IJ,Tent tnPlUHH'O j~ftlOr[Ultof
thu CO(lllOlJl'y (>f lltl.. t.Ul'O, Jot WO t~o(' t.bat U.fJ (HHflplfudot.t
rUt woH fHJ tho fbnn of t.h(~ hotly .iM prf)lln~fttl("al f}'lJftl
'fhthtl-r 1x, r~on, lttJd tlw,t {tny cJtttnf:{(~ which tOJ{O~i phtco
in oHhoJ,' fhrlll ()f tOtrJpJ.oxlof). mHRt, bo f]1n~ctod by thu
tttrdy; hut .;{~)tnitl nptll'ution of lln,tund eTtn~ltjfl. Wo
Jtl10W u..h~n tl.u.t. it iP.'l n.n fJF4Ln,hJifdu;d lu,w of IHttt.tr{-} thnt
itim Tnuch t1u,f.tifJr t.O cnroluunien.to [1 (Il(t-in, Huu] tu !HHfI{O
it r.tWtl.Y. J~h~.n(~e 'w(; fr~"HllJu.tltJ.Y aoo n ~wf1rthy htU~ C()tt~,
trtJ,(~t,niJ by lHmJ,HJJHHJ u,nd '~ltj]orrj in u, ft.n\' ·tnonthliJ, ,vh.ich
it )1(jtJujroa yourH t,o ffnTlOVf;.
• 4 It tdtouhl ntol'OnVfJ-f 1.10 rOGoJlnGt.od, l..llnt oura ir-j liot
.the country of white) UH)U tUtturn1JY~"''''fuHl t,hrit~ u.f1f iHJ.t~
n,lre,uJy boon ~·(~Tn"..'k(HJ. uu" (~olnr no.tutu.! to (JUt' clitUld.o
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will be swarthy, probably very, nearly that of the Span..
i~rds who live in the same pa~anels. Are· we then to
be .surprised that the African, who, under a tropical ...
s~n bear.s the accumulated stain of a thousand genera-
tions, is not, in our climate, bleached white in .two or
three?' '
Thus you see that reason and observation unite in
confirming the truth of revela"tion with regard to the
color of the Africans. Hen~e we conclude, with safe-
ty, that a black skin is no peculiar mark of h~aven's
displeasure, nor any evidence that he, who wears it, is
doomed by the' Creator to endless se.rvitude.. The
Africans are the children of our common mother: let
us not be angry with them because the sun hath look-
ed upon them; the change of complexion ought never
to break the. ties of humanity. God-' hath ~ade of
one blood all nations of men.' . Whenever we find a
man, let us treat him as a brother without regard to
his color; let our kindness sooth his sorrows and cheer
his heart. .
II. The Africans are deeply degraded.' The hand
of oppression has pressed them down from the rank of
"men to that of beasts, they are bought and sold, and
driven from place to place like mere animal herds-
This fetters ~he mind, and prevents that expansion of
soul which dignifies man, and ornaments civilized life.
They seldom have any opportunities of improvements,
any encouragement for ~he efforts of genius, or any
inducements to enter the field of science-Hence, in
many instances, the strongest powers of mind remain
unfolded, over them oppression draws her sable man:-
tIe, o~ them she lays her cruel hand, and forbids them
ever to rise. Unde.r such circumstances they sink into
. LETTER I. f3
the grossest ignorance, apd appear to be very destitute
of energetic. powers' of rriind. This leads many to con-
clude that th~y are naturally iriferior to the rest of
mankind in respe~t to' strength of mind, and that the'
Creator, has thus marked them out for servitude. But
how false, how' ungenerous, how unreasonable is such
. a conclusion! What people, in similar circumstances,
have ever given stronger marks of genius than are ex-
hibited by the enslaved Africans in the United States?
A better ex11ibition of mental, capacity than" they g'ive,
ought not to be expected from °a people long enslaved,
and sorely oppressed. Under such oppression, powers,
of mind, merely ordinary, cannot unfold; the ,gloomy
prospect of perpetual bondage hovers continually
around, and cuts off every enterprise which might elicit
th.e native energies of the soul, or give occasion for
the vigorous efforts of genius-Hence talents, that,
under other circumstances, would appear to v.erY good
advantage, are totaily obscured. And, even after a
people, that have been long enslaved, are emancipated,
it will require them to pass through several generations
in order to regain their original strength" of mind, and
give the world a fair exhibition of the powers they
l'eally.possess. Under this view of our subject, it is
easy to account for the apparent want of talent in 'our
Africans; it is owing, totally o,ving to the cruel hand
of oppression. There is but one other source from
whicli 'we suppose it will be pretended it.. has origina-
ted; which is that of' a different organiz!1tion from the
rest of mankind. But such organization would be uni-
versal in its effects, and thus prohibit a single instance
of prodigious genIus; for if it admit of one, it may on
the same principles admit of. a thousand. Am·ong the .
B
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.AfricaI?-.:s there are:· many ~9P' possess the strongest
powers"of mind; this. I appre-Tiend none that are well
informed will deny.
In a neighboring State lives an -African boy, who,
while he was a slave, and,:.b'efore he arrived to twenty
years of age, by.his 'Own exertions, without the benefit
of a school, save for the space of two weeks, acquired
. ~he science of Reading, Writing, Arithmetic and Ge-
~~graphy', .and made some advances in Astronolny.
Would Sir Isaac Newton have done more, had he been
a slave? While other slaves spent in Idleness the few
leisure moments allowed them, this youth was engaged
in acq-qiring useful knowledge, and he had what is
generally called.. a humane master, who, perhaps, gave
him ~ome instruction. Would not this youth, under
other circumstances,- have dazzled the eyes of the civ-
ilized world by the brilliant display of powerful intel~
lect ? Not the mountain weight.. of oppression could'
wholly suppress his gigantic power-in vain slavery
with her sable mantle attempts to shroud his luminous
mind-it' breaks through the darkest shades-its noble
energies rise· beneath the ponderous mass, scan the
po,ver of numbers, grasp the circumference of the
earth, and stretch a line to the stars. Such an instance
of relnarkable genius among the Africans, shows that
the organization of their mental powers is equal to that
of the rest of mankind. And how can it be oth~rwise,
seeing all mankind originally sprangOfromone common
. parent, and Qonseqtiently possess precisely the sanle
nature?
III. In connexion with the bias of. mind which' may
arise agai,nst the Africans in consequence of their cc:>lor
and degradation, I wish to mention another which is
more po"werful in its nature, and. mpr~ inj urtoug-4.i( its
effects; it is that whichi:arises from ;'~love .of g~in, and
has a most blinding influence upon the mi~'d-with .
thousands it is heavier than_"~and, while the strongest
~rgulnents are lighter than feathers.. The love of. gain
is the polluted fountain wp.e.nce issue all the dreadful
evils that pervade our 'world-it gives energy to" the
tyrant's s'\vord, it drenches the earth with blood, alid
binds whole nations in chains-fronl it every argu.me,nt-
is drawn in favor of cruel injustice, it is the nauseous"
source of every hateful crime. The love of gairl first
introduced slavery into the world, and has been its con-
stant support in every age. It .was the l@ve of I gain
that first enslaved the African race, and it now invents
every possible argument against their emancipation.
Thjs is equally Inanifested in the social circle, and' on
the legislative fl.oo~-individualsand states will argue
in favor of slavery in proportion as they view their in-
, 'terest at stake. And no. doubt they often argue ac-
cordin~ to what they suppose to be right; though
naturally honest as other men, they are presse~ to the
side of injustice by the weight of interest. AIlq thus
'we often see the love of gain "veighing down the finest
feelings "of the soul, blunting the most acute powers
of perception, crushing the 'strongest faculty of judg-
ment, breaking the ll10st powerful ties of hunlanity,
falling upon the mlhappy Afric~n, and binding him in
chains of perpetual bondage! "Vhen once it takes
full possession of the heart, the strongest faculties yield
to its influence-it triumphs alike over the polished
statesman, the courage·ous general, the accomplished
gentleman, and the hUlnble peasant-Its principle
power lies in concealment; it oper~tesunder a thousand
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dii\er~nt masks: unperceiv~d, it obt~udes its'~lf upon .
every order, it pervades the b~r/ finds its way to the
. hearts of judge and jury, it even ~.:nters the sanctuary.
and clhnbs the altar. The best 'of .men are liable to
yield too far to the love of gain, especially when large
. sacri~ces must atte:nd a right decision. And you, my
det;ir brother, have considerable at stake; you must
wade -tnrough much loss, if you would come to a right
.cbnclusion, and obey the imperious voice of justice-
B.ut remember, that loss will be temporal, and from it
may spring eternal gain. Therefore it is bette"r to lose
for the sake of doing justice, than t6- gain by op'pres-
s·ion. Hence I intreat you let temporal interest have
DO "influe'nce upon your mind, divest yourself of every
prejudice, throw open all the faculties of the soul for
a fair and full investigation of the subject under con-
sideration, and let an ardent desire. to know the very
truth pe the governing principle, and you shall "not
wander long in the maze of ~ror, nor stray far from
th~. ,path of truth. Give me, I pray you, a candid ear
w~ileI'plead with you for a poor, dejected, and despis-
ed· people, who dare not plead for themselves, and for
whom, alas! too fe'\v will either lift the tongue or move
a pen. Let not their color, their degradation, nor the
predominating principle of self-interest bias your nlind
against them. Let their miseries excite your pity, and
incline you to justice. '
In my next I 'vill endeavor to prove from the nature
of the Afrieans that they were no·t created for slavery.
·FROM YOUR BROTHER.
LOVING BRoTHER:
I hope, by thi~tJime, your mind is divested of every
prejudice againsr-the ·'Africans, and{'ihat you have 'c;p'en-
ed a t?andid ear, to their plea for "liberty.' Inspi;~"d~">by
this'hope I now. proceed, acc·ording to ·promise,-~~:4e·
in my last, to prove from the nature of the Afri4,~~!~:'"
that they were not created for slavery, . ",,'
The Creator is infinitely wise: and consequently must
have created every' being in his universe for occupying
SOlne particular station in the scale of created;~.xistence
-To suppose him to create \vithout design;'i~, to sup....
pose him ullwise. Again, if he has created every being
to occupy a particular station in the scale of existence,
he must have adapted the nature of every being to the
station for \vhich it was intended. To create fqr a par-
ticular purpose, and not adapt the thing created'to that
purpose, would ~rgue the greatest want of "Wtjs~O!D'
.Hence we. conclud.e that if the creator formed th~ A'r-
.ricans fo'r slavery, he has suited their nature. tq:,~he de-
sigli of their creation, and that they are incapacitated
for freedonl. This ,vould be according to the· whole
analogy of creation·" in which every creature has a
nature suited to the station for 1~hich it ,vas intended.
But we find that the .t\.fricans are ratio'nal"creatures, are
.<>f the human species, possess all the original properties
of human nature, and cOllseque:ntly are capacitated for
freedom; and such capacity shows the design of their
creation. It is most absurd to imagine that beings cre-
ated lvith capacity for Ilberty were designed for bondage•.
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.Did t4i~~~8.p~~ity for freedom stan~ alone, it might itself
be::-'consider~d an argument 'su:fikient to establish our
point; P1;1t it stan~s not alone;' it combines with it all
the origi~al properties of humani":nature-,vith it all
these unite as so many heralds, sent by the Almighty
tOo ·declare that ma:g never was ~ormed for invo~~~ntary
slaVery. Every man, who po'ssesses' all the onginal
prope"rties of hlunanity, desires to obtain knowledge,
wealth, reputation, liberty, and a ·vast. variety of other
objects which are necessary to complete his happiness"
Now who does not see )low inconsistent slavery is with
the acquirement and enjoyment of. all these objects of'
desire, aria how directly it is opposed to the happiness
.of man "?~: . .It ob$tructs the natural channels in which an
..,;~~his "passions wete designed t6 flow, contracts the whole
"sphere of mental operation, 'and offers-violence to the
strongest propensities, of his nature. Does he desire
to enter the delightful paths of scienc~, and store his
mind with such kno,vledge as is calculated to' expand
th~:··noble powers of the soul, and raise lnan to the dig- -
ni~~"a'~tation for which he was deslgped? . This is for-
bid~~Jii,: an indignant master frowns upon him, and
drives him back into· the_ shades of ignorance ,and hope-
less toil. Does he wish to acquire such property as
may bee necessary to render him c.omfortable in his pas-
sage through life? ..Even thi~ is denied ~lim, he is
doomed tCllapor. an his days in heaping up treasure" for
.another; and to death, fraught with teri-ors as it is, he
must look for deliverance, and to the gloomy grave he
must go as his only asylum from" his sufferings and
toils. Does he incline to move in the honorable and
- us"efu! spheres of civil society ? It is considered a
crime for him to aspire above the rank of the grovel-
· ling 'beast: ,he must content himselfwith bei~g~~ought,
and sold, and driven in chains from State' to State,"8r~a
capricious avarice may dictate. 'Does lie desire to ehi-
ter the conjugal state, and partake .of hymenial 'enjoy-
ment? The pleasure of any unfeeling master .~.ay
forbi~' the qbject .of his choice, and cause hi~ to Ian...
guisli:"beneath the .ravages of disappointed affec.,tion.
Or is he a tender hearted husband? He Inust see the
object of his warmest affection bleediJ)g beneath the
torturing lash-her cries and her tears penetrate' the
inmost recesses of his heart, and seem ready to burst
the tender fibres that ·twine around the seat of'life ;
floods of tenderness roll from his eyes, .but his sympa..
thies connot stay the cruel hand of the vengeful tyrant,
nor heal the wounds inflicted by his'malice. He dare
not even attenlpt to console her g.rief by the language ,,,
,of tenderness, nor to wipe a way her tears -w:ith the soft
hand of compassion~ I cannot conceive how flesh and
blood can bear so much ! You, brother, once sustained
'the relation of husband, and doubtless possesse,d all the
tenderness of that endearing relation, and thoUg~. the
object of your warlnest' embraces now lies colg.,;,"and
,-silent in the grave, yet her very dust is dear to you,' and
,her, memory awakes the ·liveliest elnoti~ns in your
heart; and how dreadful was the hour of final separa:.
tion, when cruel death closed her youthfui eyes that
beauled upon you with such innocence ahd love as ban-;"
"ished the sorro,vs and cares of life! And ho,,., cruel
was that shroud which enclosed from your' sight the
beauteous form that so -often enraptured your heart!
'Tell me, dear brother, how could you hav,e endured to
see' her tender frame bleed beneath the lacerating- whip?
~Could you have witnessed her innocent tears and cl~ies,
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;::;~~ilit)lif'b'eingoverwhelmed \vith the mmgled floods of
'~j¢~Wj>~~,sion,' res~ntment and grief?.. Little'less near' t~
~.y~ti;,,'is th~ dear little d~ughter, ~nd only c1?-ild whom ,
you cherish with alnlost unequealled tenderness! How
.coHld you be~r to see her tender skin c:fuellx tq~n by
the torturing lash of a wi~ked master, whose lt~it:.t by
cruel indulgence has become totally estranged from the
feelings of ~ompassion? Would not such a scene
shock the whoI~ curren~ of your nature, and turn all
the streams of tenderness into the 'channel -of direful'
revenge, ,vhich even the fear of a most terrible death
could scarcely restrain? Slavery is often clothed with
such scenes of cruelty and blood, and often sports witb
~very thing that is d~ar to luan !-it bre.a~s the most
tender relations of life!> Tell m.e not that the Africans
'are destitute' of the fine feelings of tenderness towards
their "vives and children, 1vhich arc Inanifested by the
rest.:'::of lnankind. The flood of grief that }"ol1s over
the sabie -and wo-worn cheek, when a wife or a child i$
snat~hed from the embraces of the 'fond husband or
pareJ~,.~peaks the passions of the soul in a language
to'o' ~t~ong to be resisted by any thing less than impla.-
cable prejudic,e! Slavery interfer-es :with all the social
., and relative; duties, and what is still a more serious evil,
'it interfpres with the divine prerogative over man, and
robs the Almighty of the service ,vhich is due to him
, frOiD the creatures of his po,ver.
,,' Finally, every man desires to be 'free, and this desire
the Creator hilTIself. has implanted In the bosoms of all
our I·ace, and is certainly a conclusive proof that all
were design.ed fOI" freedom; else man was created for
disappointnlent and misery. All the fe~lings of hu-
manity are strongly. opposed' to being enslaved, .and
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nothing but the strong arm of power can make .', m~p~
submit to the yoke of 'bondage. What, my broth9~!
would be more distressing to y~u, t4an to have the yok~;:
of slavery pu~ upon your necl{ and that of your little
daught~r;th~t 'you might, with her, wear out your life
in Iahor'tng for the \vealth and ease of one ,vho perhaps
would not regard a.single tender feeling of your na-
ture? And though you think your slaves are in'very'
comfortable circumstances, and I have no doubt but
yOll treat the~_ as kindly as is compatible with their
present station, yet were you and your little daughter
in the very sa.me circumstances in which they are now
placed, I think I ,vould cheerfully part with all I pos-
se~s to purchase your fi·eedom·, if nothing less would
procure it; and if I should not; I apprehend you would
think me an' ungenerous and cruel brother. How then
can you withhold from others what is so dear to your-
self? The Africans possess "all the original properties
of humanity, and were, as we have fairly proven from
their nature, created for freedom, and therefore to:-en-
slave them is both unjust and cruel.
In my next I in.tend to point out more fally than I
have done in this, some of the evils that attend ~lavery
I A.M YOURS IN FRATERNAL AFFECTION.
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LETTER III.
My DEAR BROTHER:
As involuntaryoslaver,y is opposed to all the original
properties of human nature, it may be expected to in-
volve its subjects in a vast variety of the mo~t serious
evils. And some of these, according to an intimation
given in my last, I am now to point out more fully than
the limits of the preceding letter would permit me to
do. And this I do in order to illustrate, a~d enforce
those arguments against slavery, which aris'e from the
nature of man.
The first evil I shall mention as resulting from a
state of mancipation, is that of gross ignorance. It
must be obvious, to everyone capable of reflection,
that a variety of circumstances combine to deprive
slaves of the means of mental improveinent. Th~y
are chained down to a life of laborious servitude, with-
out the hope of release, and the gloomy prospect of
such a life sinks every rising hope, cuts off every in-
ducement to literary enterprise, and ·totally indisposes
the mi~d to _the labor of acquiring, useful knowledge.
And of such indisposition, gross ignorance is the cer-
tain result.. Hence, were the means of instruction af-
forded them, they would in many c.ases proveo entirely
t unsuccessful. But we often find on the part of the
master still less inclination to afford such means, than
there is in the slave to improve them when afforded.
The education of slaves must be attended 'with luuch
loss of la-bar as well as considerable expense, and this
is very inconsistent with' the main object of their man-
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cipation. The design of slaveholding is to make gain,
and therefore few mast.ers are willing to undergo the'
'expense, and loss of time from lao.or that must neces-
sarily attend the education of their slave~. And this
is no "matter of wonder when many parents are too
avaricious to bear the expense of educating th.eir own
~hildren. Now when parental affection is often insuf-
ficient to break the fetters of avarice, and induce pa-
rents to afford' their o~n offspring the ample means of
mental improvement, what can break loose the ice-
bound heart of the man, ,vho is urged by the inlpetu-
ous torrerit of avaricious feeling to bind with the chains'
of mancipation a number of his fellow creatures, and
cause them, hungry, and naked, to toil throughout" life
in heaping up treasure to satisfy his inordinate, and
rapidly increasing thirst for gain? I say, what can
break loose the heart of such a man, inspire him with
the feelings of tenderness towards the victims of l1is
avarice, and induce him to sacrifice his gain in giving
them:th~tknowledge which is unnece~sary to fit. them
for the laborious task? To this nothing can induce
him while the love of gain is the predominating prin-
ciple, and such, doubtless will be the case while slav-
ery exists in the world; for the very moment the prin-
ciples of justice gains the ascendency over that of
avarice, must slavery cease to exist.. Avarice tends to
enslave, butjustice requires emancipatio.n. And noth-
ing can be more evident than that the very principle,
in which slavery originates; withholds from the enslav-
ed the Ineans of acquiring knowledge, and consequently
ignorance Dlust be the "nece~sary result. And to this
we m~y add, that when the slave.population becomes
extensive"a carnal policy dictates the necessity of sup-
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pressi~g the means of information, lest the oppressed
should come to kno,v th~ir rig~ts, and endanger the
State. This kind of policy prevails to such a degree in
every slaveholding state, that there are very few places
in which there is not strong opposition made to every
benevolent attempt to teach the poor slaves to read
even the :,vords .of eternal life! I know from experi-
ence, that this is the case, even wh~re slavery exists
under its best, and Inildest form. Thus I believe- it
does exist in the State ·of I{ent~cky. If there be any
place in the United States ,vhere it wears' a tolerable
aspect, I am persuaded it is in that State; and though,
as you kno,v, I am no Kentuckian, yet I must say, that
if any slaveholding people can be generous, the Ken-
tuckialTs are such. But the nlildest form' of slavery, is
like the' Tender mercies of the wicked,' _very cruel.
Though there is no law in,I{entucky designed to pro-
hibit the teaching of slaves, yet such is the opposition
made aga"i:~lst it hy the populace that but fe'w Sabbath
Schools for the instruction of the A fricans are permit-
ted'to exist in the State. It often happens that the be-
nevolent teachers of Sabbath Schools find themselves
and their pOOf, unoffending scholars, on the sacred
morning, surrounded by rnen armed with whips, clubs,
and guns for the violent dispersion of the unhappy and
innocent victims of their rage! Thus Sabbath Schools
are broken up in Kentucl{y, with a violence and cruelty
that ought to shame the most unfeeling band of Alge-
rines ! Nor is such violent ppposition to teaching- slaves
confined to the luore ignorant parts of the State, it is
equa.lly manifested in the most enlightened places. A
few years since in the neighborhood of Lexington, and
ill one of .the oldest and best set~_e,ments ill the State,
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a Sabbath School was instituted, and taught by some
very respectable gentlemen, and the" prospect of doing
good was exceedingly fair, but alas! all the rising hopes
of benevolence ,vere soon blasted! One sacred morn-
ing the poor slaves assembled at the school rOOlD with
the pleasing expectation of learning to read the word
of eternal life ; but to their sad surprise about sixty
men soon appeared for their dispersion, armed ,vith
clubs and guns, and thus the school was dispersed
never to meet again ~ It is painful to record such in-
stances of cruel outrage on oppressed innocence and
humane feeling.; and I do it not hy way of reproach,
but because it is necessary to shayV' the real state of
things even where slavery assumes hE}r mildest aspect;
for I still believe that slaves fare upon the "'hole, better
in I{entucky, than they do in other slaveholding States.
But the spirit which, in Kentucky, is so strongly mani-
ifested by the populace, has it seems in Virginia found
its way intQ the Legislature.* And as I am informed,
* Extract of a letter to ·the Editor of the Emancipator, from a
correspondent in N011olk, ( Va.) dated·
, AUGUST 27th, 1820.
'There is now a law in this State which took place the 1st day
of January last, which prohibits schools being kept for teaching
colored people, under the penalty of three dollars for every of-
fence, if free. or 20 lashes on the bare back; or if slaves, 20
lashes. It subjects white p~rsons to the same penalty; and en-
joins on all m~gistrates and sheriffs, under the penalty of 8 dol-
lars for refusing to exe·cute the law. 'rhe informer is to have the
whole of the fine. .
My wife, who had a Sabbath School for colored c'hildren, which
she taught gratis for 3 or 4 years past, has been conlpelled to
give it up; although none were admitted but those who were free,
and those who had written permits from their owneTS. She had
l~ore than one hundred scholars at a tilne; and although the
school ,vas supported 'by some of the best men in town, and sev-
eral of the magistrates, yet I ,,'as presented before the grand ju-
r.y, and nothi~5saved me but the presentment being Inat\e before
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a law has, sometime since, ,actually passed, .prohibiting .
all, and every person from teaching a school for the
benefit of slaves und~r the pepalty of twenty la~p.es !
And thus the last hope of the poor, oppressed African
is cut off-the clouds of -ignorance, iike the'" shades of
eternal night must ever settle around him! And thus
the innocent and good citizen 'vhose feeling stoops" to
the most oppressed and degraded of our race, in order
to grasp them from interrninable ruin, must be subjcct~
ed to the painful, and shameful penalty of twenty lashes
as the reward of mo.st disintere'sted acts of kindness,
. and that in a land far famed for- the equity and mild-
ness of its gover~ment! Oh! Tell it not in Europe,
publish it not in the courts of despotism, lest the Euro-
pean despots rejoice! Thus has Virginia disgraced
her nation, she has shrouded, the rising glories of the
American government, and she now hangs, as a pon..
derous mass, upon the wing of the American Eagle,
and prevents her from soaring to the sublhne heights
of pure ,republican liberty! Instead of removing every
vestige of oppression she is strengthening the yoke,
and tightening the chains of cruel bondage! This
violent opposition to the instruction of slaves, whether
it arises from a mistaken policy, or from avaricious
motives, will increase in proportion as the slave popula-
tion becolues D10re extensive..And here I must remark
up·on one main objection to the emancipation ofslaves,
the law became in force. Before I consented for the school to
be broke up, I consulted with the State's Attorney, V\"ho was much
in favor of the school, and a pious man, who said that it was so
pointedly against the law; that he himself as the prosecutor,
would be oliliged to take notice of it.
I am so disgt.!sted with my native State;.that if I eould dispose
of my property without too great saerifie~1old as I am, I would
remove to a land of 1,iberty ! ! !' ' '
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it is that they are in consequence of the want of in-
formation incapacitated for freedoln, and that it is
~ nec,~sary to detain them in hondage until they may be
better prepared for liberation; but from the preceding
re'm'arks' ''It is abundantly evident that they are .DOW
better prepared with respect to inforlnation, fOF eman-
cipation than they will be at any future period, and that
less inconveilie~ceand danger would attend their lib-
eration at the present, than at any future time. It must
be obvious to everyone, capable of discernment, that
the inconvenience, and danger of emancipation will
increase in proportion as' slaves become more numer-
ous. Indeed all the difficulties that attend emancip'a-
tion are rapidly increasing; and they must certainly be
endured at some period) sooner, or later; for it is most
absurd to imagine that·such an immense· body of peo-
ple, most rapidly increasing, can always be retained in
bondage·; and _therefore it is ~uch better to endure
those difficulties now than it will be when they shall
have grown to the most enormous size. But perhaps
you may hope that the benign infl.uence of the gospel
will reJDove the obstacles that, now lie in the way of
teaching'slaves, and consequently will lessen the diffi-
culti~s that now attend their liberation; and that such
would be the tendency of the gospel, were its influence
generally, and truly felt, I readily admit; but this can-
not be· reasonably expected 'vhen we consider that a
vast variety of obstaclea combine to prevent the pr.e.v~- .
lence of evangelical feeling in slaveholding .. States.
The whole system of slavery is unfavorable in 1tS con~' .- ....
sequences as well as its nature, to the extension of :', '
gospel influence.. I readily acknowledge that there. .
are, in ~ll the slaveholding States, some who possess
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so high a d'egree of moral feeling as induces them,
amidst sneering opposition, to pay some conscientious
regard to the religious education of their slaves;, but
such are very rarely found, even among those who pro-
fess ~hristianity,and much less must be expected from
the unbelieving .world. It is matter of deep regret,
that a large number.of those, who profess to be chris-
tians, have not religion enough to induce them to give
proper attention to the education oftheir own, offspring,
and certainly, such will pay much less attention to the
education of slaves. It is undeniable, that nlany of
the sIaveholding clergy and ruling elders do not teach
their slaves to read the sacred scripture's, nor even
cause them to attend upon their family devotion! I
have seen the Preacher and Elder bow their knees'
around the family altar, while their poor slaves remain-
ed without, as if like mere animal herds, they had no
interest in the morning and evening sacrifices I Now
when men who profess to believe and teach the mild
and benevolent principles of the gospel, can be so des-
titute of evangelical feeling, as totally to neglect the
instruction of their slaves, what must be expected from
those who scorn the sacred volume, and regard none
of its heavenly precept~? Hence I must still conclude
that gross ignorance in the enslaved must be the cer-
tain result of involuntary slavery, even where it assumes
its mildest form.
My letter is perhaps already too long, and therefore
I must desist for the present-you may expect me to
pursue tlte subject in my next.
FAREWEJ.llJ MY BROTHER.
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LETTER IV.
LOVIN~ BROTHER:
The slave population in every country where slavery
exists; is in a state of gross ignorance, and this con-
firms the arguments adduced; in the prec~ding Jetter,
to show that such ignorance must be the certain result
of involuntary slav~ry, even where it wears the mildest
aspect. A.nd that this is a very serious evil will appear
if we duly consider its tendency. .And to this design,
at pr~sent, I invite your attention.
I have already shown, in a preceding letter, that
many of the Africans' possess the finest powers of
mind, and that, In this respect, they are naturally equal
to the rest of mankind. Now take a view of the slave
population in the United States, and you will see that
a 'vast quantity of the ver-y best talent is entirely sup-
,pressed by ,vant of suitable means of improvement-it
lies buried deeply in the wreck of liberty, and the cruel
hand of oppression dra,vs around it the. clark shades of
endless night. Thus brilliant talents, immortal pow-
ers, designed to enrich, illuminate and aggrandize the
world, lie dormant and useless beneath the grossest
covering of unavoiuable ignorance! and all t.hat is no-
ble and grand, in our nature, wastes in the drudgery of
a servile life! Were all the talent that is now sup-
pressed by slavery, in all our slaveholding States, prop-
erly improved, liberated and brought into action, how
vastly would it add to the strength, ,vcalth, and intelli-
gence of our nation! There are at present, in differ-
ent parts of our country, a consid~rable number of
(~2' .
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amiable and wealthy illhabitants, who were once in a
state of bondage.
The Rev. John Gloucester, lat~ly Pastor of an Afri...
can church in the city of Philadelphia, but now no more
in time, past a considerable part of his life in slavery,
yet after his liberation he became an able' and useful
minister of the gospel. ~Iis piety and talents recom""
·mended him to the benevolenc~ of Union' Presbytery,
East Tennessee, by whose generotIs exertions, he, with
his wife and children, were liberated from bondage ; and
he educated, and afterwards set apart to the gospel
ministry. And though he spent, in servitude, the part
of life, in which the powers of the mind are most sus'"
ceptible of improvement, yet the strengtb of his mind
was such as enabled him soon to acquire so considerod
able a fund of knowledge as rendered him an useful
and acce'ptable preacher, both to the white and black
inhabitants of·Philadelphia. He' possessed, as we be."
lieve, the confiden~e and esteem of his brethren in the
ministry:, some' 'of whom are among the most eminent,
in our natioD1 for' piety, talents and literature. Had it
not been for the benevolence of Union Presbytery, this
man, amia~le as he was, in the possession of the stron-
gest powers of mind, and all the' fine sensibilities of
our nature,'ornamented and improved by the renova..
ting influence of divine grace, must have worn through-
out life' the iron yoke of' cruel and unjust bondage!
He is now released from all his labors and sufferings;
and though here he was covered with rl sable skin, and
was once a poor, dejected and despised slave; we have
reason t6 believe he will shine forever as a bright star
in the firmament of eternal glory ! Who [would not·
execrate the chains that bound such a man! And such
3J.
the chains of slavery did bind, and thousands such they
do still bind, and'cause to wear out their lives in degra..
dation and misery! 'rhus the ~nest powers of soul,
which the Benevolent Creator has bestolved on tnan,
and designed for the noblest exercise, ~nd the noblest
ends, are def~ced; and deprived of the means of use...
ful operation, and consequently are entirely lost to the
wotld ! Such suppression of useful talent is certainly
a sore evil.
~ Union Presbytery has been the means of l.iberating
and educating another man of color, who is now preacli·
ing the gospel. And though he was far advanced in
life hefore his liberation, yet he, in- preaching excels
many white men who, in early life, have had all the
advantages of a liberal education! I have myself
heard him deliv€r some discourses that would be· no
discredit to the best of talents' in a ~tate of the best
i~provement! Thus Union Presbytery has given the
world to see what vast improvement poor African slaves -
are capable of making, even after spending the prime
of life in oppressive servitude! --
It is with pleasure I speak of the benevolence of
that Presbytery, because they have opposed slavery,
not in word only, but also in deed. They have done
much to wipe a,vay the reproach of the hapless and
degraded Africans, and have shown, by actual experi...
ment, that they are eapabl~ of the highest degree of-
mental improvement, and of filling the most useful sta~
tions in the civilized ,vorld. How much good migh~
other Presbyteries, Conferences and Association~ ~o,
by copying their e:iample?
. Again, the ignorance lvhich results from slavery is a
fruitful source of imlnorality, and consequently a very
serious evil.
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Such is the corrupt tendency of human nature that
nothing ~hort of a high degree of moral sensation is
sufficient to restrain man from vicious indulgence.
And to such sensatioii knowledge is indispensibly ne-
cessary. The qannibal kills and eats a man with as
little consciousness of guilt as a Christi8J:L fee,ls when
he slaughters and eats his animal herds, and yet ra...
tional powers' are alike common to both; but the one
is involved in the grossest ignorance, "\vhile the other
possesses a kno1vledge of the purest,'standard'of moral
rectitude: I-Ience the one is estranged from moral
feeling while the other possesses it to a high degree,
and consequently Is shocked at the, very idea of killing
alld eating his fellow man! The poor' African slaves
are generally raised without moral instruction, and
therefore,. are but little acquainted with the character
of God, the pu.rity of his la,v, their obligations to obey
it, and the happiness that springs from piety, or' t[.ie
t!' miseries that arise from vice; and consequently they
possess a very low degree of moral feeling; and this
renders them an easy prey to the corrupt propen~ities
of their nature. And in addition to this; they are de-
prived of such motives to virtuous conduct as arise
from reputation and honor. Th~s every thing that is
calculated to stem the impetuous torrent of vicious
feelin.g, and inspire them ,vith the love of virtue, is
taken from them. Hence regardless of all consequen-
ces, they rush into the deepest abyss of the most de-
structive and degrading- immorality! Their being
slav~s to men becomes the principle means of making
them slaves. to vice. .And this evil ttssurnes a still more
dreadful aspect when it is viewed in connection witll
eternity. It is not only a deep sourc'e of misery in
time, but it is also a ~ever failing fountain of- Buffering
in the world to come-it incapacitates the soul for ce-
lestial enjoyment, and prepares it for the doleful abodes
ofendless WOe .Oh! hapless immortals! Their suffer-
ings here are but the beginnings of endless sorrows!
They are ~oo deeply sunk in pollution to enter, as they
are, into the pure abodes of bliss, and cruel oppression
forbids them to bathe iIi the fountain of life, to wash
away their guilt, and fit them for the heavenly state!
The key- of knowledg€ is taken away, the path of life
is closed up, and the immortal mind is sealed in eyer-
la~ting nigh.t ! 'Where there is no vision the people
perish.' And alas! millions ofpoor, disconsol~te slaves
have no vision-the lamp of life is not permitted to
illuminate their dreary huts, or cheer their wo-worn
hearts with the soul-enlivening ·beams of heavenly
light! Thick moral darkness, without interruption
dwells in all their abodes, and the shades of endless
despair settle around theln-they hav~ nothing in time
but the prospect of misery and toil, and nothing b.eyond,
but the prospect of interminable wo! Thus slavery
chains men down to a life of labor and sufferings in
this world, and by depriving thelli of the means of sal-
vation, chains them down to everlasting misery in the
world to come! And thousands of the most worthless
of our race are not only rioting on the wreck. of liber-
ty, but actually rioting on the wreck of the immortal
mind-the very bread they eat is dyed in the blood of
Bouls! . '0 my soul, come not thou into their secret;
unto their assembly, mine honor, be not thou united;'
for their tyranny is more terrible than neath, and their
avarice more cruel than the grave!
You tell me that many of the poor Africans will be
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~ thankful that they were brought from the dark regions
of Africa, and made slaves in a 'land of gospel light,
where they have become the subjects of salvation·!
And on this ground many justify themselves in holding
slave's, and on the same principle the Jo,vs might have
justified themselves in crucifying the Saviour; for by
it rede~ptionwas brought to a ruined world; but we
ought to remember tha~ it is the province of the
Alnlighty to bring good out of evil, and that it is not
the province of man to 'Do evil that good may come.'
, We have ~o right to promote the curse of slavery be-
cause a beneyolent Providence sometimes turns it into
a blessing. The question with us is not whether. the
Africans. are now in a better or worse condition than
they woUld have been in their own country; but this
is the que$tion; is it just for us to enslave them? and
, by it render them miserable in life, and deprive them
of the means of happiness beyond the grave? It is
undeniable that their b~ing slaves. to men involves
them in ignorance, and makes them slaves of vice, and
so becomes a source of endless misery.
Let me now in the close of this letter invite you to
cali up all the tender sensibilities of your nature, and
drop a tear of compassion over the vast multitudes of
hapless Africans who are marching on to eternity fast-
bound in the fetters 'of ignorance and vice-pursue
them to the grave, pursue them beyond it, and see what
dreadful misery slavery entails on our fellow-immortals!
And white -your sympathies are aroused, remember
that you have practically sanctioned slavery, which is
the sQurce of their terrible sufferings, and that it is not
all your kindness to your. slaves can atone for such a
crime! Remenlber, you must' Do justly, love mercy'
-break every yoke, and let the oppressed go free.'
( 35 )
LETTER V.
DEAR BROTHER:
The I.onger I reflect upon involuntary slavery, the
more I abhor it, as being a combination of the most
flagrant injustice and cruelty. It makes an innocent
man ·the property of another, who may, if he -please,
deprive him of .all the comforts of life, and subject him
to a thousand suff~rings•. This appears to me as most
unjust and cruel, wheli I consider that the very best of
men are fallen creatures, and, as such, naturally dispos-
ed to tyranize over the subjects of their power. The
history of the world is but one general display of tyr-
annical. oppression-every nation ~as been made t~ ag-
onize beneath the weight of cruel despotism~every
sect or party, that has in any age been vested with ab-
solute power, whether civil or ecclesiastical, has man-
ifested a strong tendency towards tyranny. Indeed,
such corrupt tendency marks the whole character of a
fallen man, and is often displayed where the God of
.nature, seems to have placed the strongest guard
against it-parents, frequently break over the strong
barrier of natural affec tion, and oppress their own o1f-
sprin·g. It is tru·e, that some men are more humane
than others, yet. even such are liable to tyranize, in·
some instances, over the s·ubjects. of their power.
Hence .David, though one of the most humane princes
of antiquity, exercised lDost· horrible tyranny in the
case of Uriah:. and, the personal attendants·of the Sa-
vior, though they had heard from his sacred lips the
·most tender lessons of compassion, were anxious to
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command fire down from heaven, in order to consume
at once a'whole city! Thus we see how the corrup-
tions of the very best of men, .Qccasionally triumph
over them, and, with dreadful impetuosity, hurry them
int~scenes of most shocking cruelty! Hence, we
conclude that the very best .of men are disqualified for
the proper exercise of such absolute power as invol-
untary slavery confers on the proprietor of slaves. And
how much less the worst of men are qualified for the
suitable exercise of such power, will ~ppear more evi-
dently, '\vhile we co'TIsider the immense degree to ,vhich
it extends.. .
I. The law of involuntary slavery makes the slave the
property of his maSter, )vho is no more bound to'supply
his natural wants, than he is to supply those ofhis beasts.
But notwithstanding"the slave is shoved down to the
rank .of the beast, he is still a man, and needs comfort-
able clothing to shield him from the chilling blasts of
winter, as well as for the sake of decent appearance.
And this the master is not bound to give him; but may
either clothe him in rags, or turn him naked, as an in-
ordinate love· of gain may dictate. Hence in some
parts of Alabama, you may see slaves in the cotton
fields without so much as even a single rag ~pon them,
shivering before the chilling blasts of mid-winter. In
some .sections of' Old Virginia, they have been seen
naked as in the hour of their birth, attending on their
nlaster's table. . And doubtless the like may be seen in
South" Carolina, Georgia and Mississippi-Indeed in
every slaveholding states many slaves suffer extremely,
both ,vhile they labor and while they sl~ep, for want of
clothing to keep them warm. Often they are driven
t.hrough frost and snow wi~hout either itocking or shoe
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until the path they tread is dyed with th.e blood that is-
sues from their frost-worn limbs! And when they
return to their misJ:~rable huts at night they find not
there the means -o'f::rcomfortable rest; but on the cold
ground they must lie ,without covering, and shiver, while
they slumber... ,
, In connexiOR with their e'xtreme sufferings ~ccasion­
ed by want of clothing I shall J1.otice those which arise
from the want'of food. As the making of grain is the
main object of their mancipation, masters will sacrifice
as little as possible in giving them food... .It often hap-
pens that what will barely keep them alive, is all that
a cruel avarice will aHo,,, them. Hence, in some in-
stances, their allowance has been reduced to ~: single
pint of corn each during the day and night. And some
have no better al10lvance than a small portion of cotton
s'eed ! ! And in some places the best allowance is a
peck of corn each during the week, while perhaps they
are not permitted to· taste meat so much as once in the
course of seven years, except what little they may be
able to steal·! Thousands of them are pressed with
the gnawings of cruel hunger during their whole lives
-an insatiable avarice will not grant, them a single
comfortable meal to satisfy the cravings of nature!
Such cruelty far exceeds the powers of descriptiori !*
7(. Alas poor, hapless slaves are doom'd to toil,
With naked limbs, beneath the direful rage
Of fiercelY burning suns, and chilling blasts
That beat' upon them with alternate strokes;
While long years of fierce starvation onward
RoJl, with lingering pace, and the ~.ratingwheels
Of time, that measure out the dreary span
Of hard, servile life, scarcely seem to move,
And the toil-worn and weatherbeaten flesh
Longs for the peaceful, lasting sleep of death]
And seeks a shelter, in the silent grave,
From ·hunger, toil and raging elements.
D
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You tell me that' If the poor negroe's were set free,.
they would either starve or turn. to highway robbing.'
But cert.ainly their situation could 1:10t be worse than it
now i~ with regard to starvation and robbing; Thou-
sands:~'ofthem are really starving in a state of slavery,.
and are under the direful necessity _of stealing what-
ever they can find,. that will satisfy the qravings of hun-
ger; and I have little doubt but. many actually starve
to death. Should they starve when free the fault
would, in sonle measure, be their own, and should they
steal they could be. punished for it, in the same manner
that white thie-ves are punished for their thefts. .
.,:.: II. The slaveholder has it in his power, to violate the
chastity of his slaves.. And not a fe,v are beastly
enough to exercise snch po,ver. Hence it happens:
that, in BO~e families, it is difficult to distinguish the
free children from.the slaves. It is sometiines the case,
that the largest part of the master's own children are
Dorn, not of his wife" but of the wives and daughters
of his slavest whom he has basely prostituted as weH
as enslaved. His poor slaves are his property and·
therefore must yield to his lusts as ,veIl as to his ava-
rice! He may perpetrate upon them the most horrid
crimes, and they have no redress! The wretched slave
must, without a murmuring word, give up his wife, or
daughter, for prostitution, 'should his maste'r be vile
enough to demand her of him ! It lnllst be a horrid
crime for any State to give one man such power over
another, and such crime has every slaveholding .State
committed. I am far froll.l wishing to intima.te that this
power is generally so grossly exercised as it might be.
Some slaveholders are, doubtless, as chaste as any other
people, and conscientiously endeavor to preserve the
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ehastity of their slaves; but I wish to show the extent
of the power with ,vhich they are veste4,' and the
"shocking manner i,n which it is sometimes exercised.
~ In addition to this, we may remark, that the proprie-
'tors of slaves have it in their po,ver to crowd-the males
'and females together, in such a manner as is calculated
to iI~duce criminal intercourse, aHd to the g·reat disgrace
of human nature, this is sometimes dQue for the base
purpose of breeding slaves for market, as though they
were mere animals and not h:um~n heings!
In this place I '\vill further re1:nark;:tbat slavery ~ot
merely puts the -chastity ofthe sla¥e in the powe~. of
the master, but also exposes it to attacks from every
lecherous class of men. .Slaves cannot 'bear testimony
against people that are white and fre~aence zt wide
door is opened for the practice, aoth of violence and se-
duction without detection; and the consequences or
this are exceedingly Inanifested in every slaveholding
.eountry--:.every town and its vicinity soon become
crowded with mulattoes. In this respect slaveryjs the
'Very sink of filthiness, and the source of e¥ery hateful
abomination. It seems to me astonishing th.at a-ny
government, much more that of "the United ·States,
should sanction such a source of monstrons crime as
slavery evidently is ! And I am still more astonished
that you, my Brother, should countenance it in the least
degree, either in theory or practice '1 It is fraught with
such horrible abominations as ought to shock you, and
cause you to shrink from its first approaches. I would
rather beg my bread from door to door, lon.g as I live,
than enslave, even the meanest of my fellow creatures.
My soul abhors the crime.
-. I intend to dwell more upon the horrors of slavery
in my next.. F..ulEWELL BROTHER.
('40 )
LETTER VI.
AFFECTIONATE BROTHER:
In the preceding letter I commenced pointing out
the extent of the slaveholder's power over his slaves,
and therefore, in the present, I intend to continue the
course thus begun.
I have already shown that the proprietors of slave.s
may deprive, them of food .and raiment, and even violate
their chastity as"well as place theln in such circum-·
stances as are unfavorable to purity.
Arid did their, power extend no further than these _
particulars, it would in other' respects be well for poor
'_, slaves; but alas, these are merely the beginnings' of
their miseries! And therefore in connection with the
remarks made in the precedIng letter, I further observe
that the slaveholder's power extends over the married
relation among his slaves. He may prohibit them from
forming that relation, and may also violate it after it is'
formed, and the exercise of such power often hecomeS'
a source of great misery.
One of the most imperious laws of human nature is
that a man shall leave his father and his mother, and
cleave unto his wife. 'And the two shall be one flesh.'
Mutual affection between the parties is the foundation
upon which the tnarried relation ought to be formed,· "
and it is also the principal source of happiness after its '
formation. Hence the voices of nature and revelation
unite in declaring that every man who has come to
mature age, ought to have liberty to possess the person
~llis choice when it is reciprocate~ by the person
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chosen. But a. domineering master may prohibit his
slave from enjoying the object of his choice, arid doom
him either to choose pe.rpetual celibacy, or to enter
into the nuptial relation with a person on who~ h~
cannot place his affections; and such alternative, must
be attended with most injurious effects•. Perpetual
celibacy, though not in every i~stance to be considered
criminal, is evidently opposed to one of the strongest
currents of nature, and one which, sometimes, by un-
natural obstruction inundates the whole man, and iIi.-
valves hIm in dreadful ruin. And, to marry ,a person
for whom there is no affection, is to enter on a life of
unabating misery-it opens a door to such domestic
broils as· nothing but final separation ~an terminate-
it often becomes the means of the basest lewdness, and
thus produces incalculable evil. We may reasonably.:, .
conclude that much of the want of chastity which man-
ifestly exists among slaves, has originated in the unjust
control of their affections.
Again, the proprietors of slaves have power not
merely to prohibit them from marrying the persons of
their choice, but may even separate them from such
- after the nuptial relation is formed. Indeed slavery
seems to be almost entirely incompatible with the mar-
ried state. Slaves, like other property, are liable to be
taken by execution and sold for debt, and so must faJ!
into the hands of the highest bidders, who may drive
,them to some distant section of the country and sepa-
rate them frOID those to whom they are bound by the
endearing relation of marriage. And they are liable
to similar separation by falling into the hands of heirs
who may scatter them abroad into far distant places.
And we may further remark, that many wilfully sell
n2
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their married slaves to men, who follow the horrible
practice 'of driving them to distant markets, without
paying the least regard to any of the tender relations
of life I Hence it often happens that the poor slave,
while laboring in the field; is suddenly seized by the
,cruel slave-driver, bound fast with iron fetters, and
hurried off to a far distant market, without being per-
mitted to return to his hapless hut, and there pour out
his bursting floods of sorrow in taking llis final leave of
his, disconsolate wife and children! ! Had he ten thou-
s'a~d worlds, he would gladly give them all for the warm
embraces of his affectionate wife and fondling. bab~s ! ~
Oh! what would he not give for the privilege of bathing
the objects of his affection in his parting tears! The
inmost recesses of his nature ardently crave the. min-
gled floods of final separation!! But Alas! he must
Bee the objects of his love no'more! no more enjoy the
warm embrace! And no more must he' clasp to 'his
tender heart his prattling babes!! Hopeless ,man!
witness the' anguish of his heart! see what torrents
gush from his eyes! Behold his downcast and sorrow:.
ful aspect! Listen to his plaintive sighs! Hear his
piteous cries an'd agonizing groans'! His trenlbling
nature, racked in every part, by the rising billows of
sud~en and over,vhelnling grief calls for pity in accents
melting as the doleful tones of expiring life! But all
is in vain! The cruel slave-driver, long accustolned
to such scenes of sorrow, remains unmoved by the ago-
nizing groans of suffering humanity! He is so far
estranged from every tender feeling, that he even sports
himself ",vith the sufferings of his fellow creatures! the
groans of the poor slave seem to be as music to his
ears, and the blood elicited by his torturing lash ap-
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pears to be delightful to his eyes!! In vain the"':be-
reaved husband, with languishing eye looks for pity-
the c_ruel whip urges him on to a far distant land-
away he must move, loaded with weighty fetters, whjch
which are but faint emblems of his still_ more weighty
sorrows-his affections linger far ~ehind-his mind
wanders far back, and hovers round the now disconso-
late hut, where once the kind attentions of an ~ffection­
a.te wife, arid the innocent prattling of his sportive
babes dispelled the. gloom, and s,veetened the toils of
n. servile life.. 0 could he now awake and find that--all
has been a frightful dream, how would his sorrowful
heart rejoice! but alas! all is dreadful reality.. The
last hope is gone! All that could cheer the heart and
bear up the desponding Inind, amidst the sufferings and
toils of unjust and cruel bondage-, is gone! forever
gone! Horrible tyrants 4ave robbed him of the last
drop of consolation! His wife and children uncon-
scious of what has happened, long and anxiously wait
his return! But ah! he is never to return! Never
again to cheer the dreary hut with his presence, or
gladden the hearts of his wife and children by his visits
of love! His innocent hands ai"e bound with cruel
fetters, and wicked4Donsters are ,dragging him to a far
distant land where he must throughout life endure
still hard.er bondage, and even that embittered by the
loss of all that is dear to an affectionate father and
tender husband. At length the sad news arrives at
the miserable hut that the father and husband is-gone!
gone. in chains! gqne to a distant land! gone to re-
turn no more! gone! not down to the peaceful cham-
ber~ of death, no In'ore to ,veep! no more to sigh!
but gone to a land where sla.very sits upo~ her ebon
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tbron~, and thence dispenses all her 1;)Iackest horrors!
A land, where starvation reigns in all its nleagre
forms! And where cruelty deals out long years of
death ! Hap~ess mother! Hapless children! By re-
lentless tyranny bereaved of evt!ry hope', of all that is
dear qn earth, and doomed to linger out 3. servile life
in h~peless grief! The little hut is· filled with throbs,
and sigh~, and agonizing groans! It is now more like
the abodes of ruined spirits, in which doleful despair
in midnight horror reigns, thanlrke the ab04es ofman!
In the public papers of· slaveholding States you may
see fathers, 'and mothers, and husbands, and wives, and
children advertised for public sale, ana that in con-
nexian with a variety of beasts! And in those States,
while droves of slaves are collecting for a distant mar-
ket, the publie prisons are "frequently crowded with
parents and children, and husbands and wives, who
are thus imprisoned for no other crime than that of
loving their corresp~ndingrelatives! And as soon as
the drove is completed, they are loaded with chains,
and driven like beasts to a· distant market! Thus in
the boasted land of freed.oIn you may hear the clank-
ing chains of the most horrible oppression! Yes, in
Alnerica, the far famed America !eyou may hear the
clankings of the chains that bind innocent husbands,
and wives, and parents, .and children" in order that they
may be forever separated from the objects of their af-
fections, and all that is dear to them in life !!! Could
the tyrannical Pharoah be more cruel' than ~re the
slaveholding States r
These horrible things happen not merely where
~lavery assumes its. worst form; -but very frequently
take place where it wears its mildest ~pect-theyoften
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happen, even in Kentucky-and some years since a
respect~ble petition praying for the prohibition of slave
driving and its attendant cruelties, was forwarded to
the· Legislature, by a considerable number of the most
humane citizens of that" State, but was rejected! And..
thus Kentucky has by the voice -of lier Legislatti r e;
said that she will not prohibit one of the most shocking
cruelties ever inflicted on man! She has said she will
not regard the tears, and groans; and dreadful suffer-
ings of the poor and despised Africans. She has.
sanctioned-all the hO'rrors of slave-driving, and she as"
a State must answer for violating the most sacred rights
of man. -
Since the rejection of this humane petition one of
the grossest insults has, in that State, been offered to
the general government of the ITnited States, as well
as to the n10st tender feelings of humanity, by the
slave-driving Stone and Kinningham, of Bourbon Co.
Kentucky. These unfeeling wretches purchased a
considerable drove of slaves, how many of them were
separated from husbaBds and wives, I will not pretend.
to say, and having chained a number of them together,
hoisted over them the flag of American liberty, and
with the music of two violins marched the wo-worn,
heart-brqken and sobbing creatures through the town
to~n of Paris!· Thus in horrible contempt of. the
'* In relation to this matter I will give you the statements of
th~Rev. James H. Dickey" who met the drove to which I aJJude
before it entered Paris. I
, In the summer of 1822,. as I returned with my family from a
visit to tho Barrens of Kentucky, I witnessed a scene such as I
never wilne~sed befor~, and such as l' hope never to witness-
again. Having passed through Paris in Bourbon county, Ky.
the sound of musIc (beyond a -Httle rising ground) attracted my
attention, I looked forward, and, saw the flag of my country wa..
\1ing. Supposing that I was about. to meet a military parade, l
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American government innocent men are led in chains
beneath its flag! And the eyes of the_ sublimely soar-
ing Eagle of American liberty are highly insulted while
she is made to hover over the detestable chains of cruel
bo~.d3:ge! And J:he feelings of humanity are shocked
at seeing the most oppressive sorrows of 'suffering in-
nocence 'mocked with all the lightness of sportive
music! And who can help feeling indignant at seeing
the American flag becoming the derision of tyrants?
o that every tender heart could be made acquainted
with the sorrows of the poor enslaved Africans! 0
that every sympathetic e~r ~ould hear their agonizing
groans. 'Then would the energies of our nation arise
and demand their raHe£ But their sufferings are' un-
drove hastily to the side of the road; and having gained the top
of the aseent, I discovered ,(I suppose) about forty black men, all
chained together after the following manner; each of them was
handcuffed, and they were arranged in rank and file. A chain
perhaps 40 feet long, the size of a fifth-horse-chain, was stretched
between the two ranks, to which short chains were joined, which
connected with the handcuffs. Behind them were, I suppose,
about .thirty women, in double rank, the couples tied hand to
hand. A solemn sadn~ss sat on every countenance, and the
dismal silence of this march of despair was interrupted ollly by
the sound of two violins; yes, as if to add insult to injury, the
fore:most couple were furnished with a violin apiece; the second
couple were ornamented with cockades, while near the centre
waved the Republican 'flag carried bX a hand literally in chains.
I perhaps have Inistaken some punctilios of the arrangement, for
, my soul was sick,' my-feelino-s were mingled and pungent. As
a man, I sympathised with suffering humanity, as a Christian I
mourned over the transgressions of God's holy law, and as a re-
p1J,~lican I felt indignant, to see the flaa- of my beloved country,
thus insulted. I could not forbear exclaiming to the lordly driver
who rode at his ease along side. 'Heaven will curse that m!lR
who engages in such traffic, and the government that protects
him in it.' I pursued my journey till evening, and put up for the
night; when I mentioned the scene I had witnessed, I Ah!'
(eried my land-lady) I That is my brotber.' From her I learned
that his name is Stone, of Bourbon county, Kentucky~i.partner-
ship with one Kinningbam of Paris; and that a few aays befolC'
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known! They far transcend the highest descrip~on
that can be given by the 'pens of mortals! .
Eternal sov'reign of the sky, -
Wilt thou not hear the negro's sigh 1
Wilt thou not break his galling chains,
And ease him from his dreadful pains 1
Yes, mancipators all must feel
Thy vengeance like a racking wheel,
That on thenl shall forever turn,
Long as thy ceaseless 'wrath shall burn!
Beware, brother, lest this vengeance may light on
you!
Perhaps you are tired hearing of the horrors of slave-
ry, but I feel disposed to dlvelllonger upon them.
ADIEU· FOR 1.~HE PRESENT.
he had purchased a Negro woman from'a man in Nicholas coun-
ty; she refused to go with him; he attempted to compel her, but
she defended herself. Without farther ceremony, he stepped
back, and by a blow on the side of her head with the butt of his
whip brought her to the ground; he tied her, 'and drove her off.
I learned farther, that besides the drove I had seen, there were
about thirty shut up in the Paris prison for safe keeping; to be
added to the company, and that they were designed for the Or·
leans market. And to this they are doomed for no other crime,
than that of a black skin and curled locks.
Ah me what wish can prosper or what prayer,
For merchants rich in cargoes of despair 1
Who drive a loathsome traffic, gauge and span,
And buy the muscles, and the bones of man.
COWPER.
Shall I not visit for these things, saith the Lord 7 shaH not my
soul be avenged all such a nation as this '1 .
But I forbear and subscribe myself yours, '
JAMES H. DICKEY.
Sept. SO, 1824.'
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LETTER VII.
AFFECTIONATE BROTHER' :
[must still continue to unfold the extent of the slave-
holder's: power over his slaves. .
In addition to what we have already said, upon this
subject, we remark that slaves are moraLagents, and
therefore are accountable creatures, and bound to ,vor-
ship God according to the dictates of his word; but a
wicked master may actually prohibit them fronl obey-
ing the ordinances of God, deprive them of hearing
the gospel, and -even compel them to do what is abso-
lutely forbidden by the divine law, and what is entirely
contrary to the dictates oftheir own consciences. And
thus he is permitted to tyrannize over the consciences of
men, which is the worst of all tyranny. The rights of
conscience have, by all good luen in every age of the
world, been deemed mostsacred. For them thousands
of our ancestors beyond the ,great water shed the last
drop of their blood, and for them thousands Inore fled
to the savage wildernes~ of America, and have here
erected the standard of religious liberty. 'They have
made the s,olltary places glad, and the wilderness to
blossom as the rose.' But in this now hi.~hly favored
land, thousands of innocent men are enslaved, and de-
prived of the rights of conscience. They are, in many
instances, prohibited from at~ending either to the con-
cerns of their own souls, or those of their children.
And nothing but some extraordinary exercise of divine
sovereignty can prevent the wicked slaveholder from
fixing the eternal Qestiny of his slaves! To give fa1 ..
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len men such absolute control over the eternal destinies ..
of the immortal mind is cruel beyond all description!
You Herhaps may reply, that parents ~xercisea simUar
control over the destini~s of their children; and that
~xpressly by divine permission. To this I .answer that
the absolute- power of parents over their children is
sweetly tempered with parental affection; and is thus
strongly guarded againstinjurious effects, and it QX-
tends no further than minor age, and they are solemnly
- commanded to use it with-lenity, and to bring up their
, Children -in the nurture and admonition of the Lord.'
Hence it is evident t;ha t the power of slaveholders over
their slaves, and that of parents over their children are
essentially different-the one, is mild, natural and ne-
cessary, and the other is unnatural, unnecessary and
cruel. '
Again, the proprietors of slaves may exact from them
excessive labor, and thus lay upon them an intolerable
burden during life~ It is well kno\vn that many mas-
ters are so a.varicious·that they cannot be satisfied with
a. reasonable quantity of labor. The manDer in'which
these unfeelin'g monsters e~act labor from their poor
:lSla.ves .may be illustrated by a single fact, the knowl-
edge ,of whieh caIne to me from a respectable sOurce,
and though it appears most shocking to every humane
feeling, yet I believe it can be fully attested.
A wealthy citizen of Georgia, pur-chased, on ship-
-board, six African girls, who probably were directly
from Africa, and having brought them home, he put
them into the hands of his overseer, and ordered him
·to assign them a certain portion" of labor during e~ch
day -of the week, and in case they should fail to perform
-it, he was·commanded to give them a c~nSiderable Dum...
E
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ber of iashe:s e~ch,. and to add the remainder of the
task. to the next .c;1ay's labor, and in case they should
fail t<fperforJTI the .1vhole he was ordered to add.to the
nunlber of lashes in proportion -to the failure,. and still
to add the deficiency to the De;xt day-'s labor; a~d thus
he was, daily to increase both the labor and stripes in
case' of failur~·. .The overseer, hard hearted as he was,
expostulated with hiln, and: assured hiIn that the labor
wa.s·more than the girls were able to perform, but' he
swore with a treln~ndous onth that they should do it or
die. The poor creatures commence'd the dreadful task,
but being unaccustomed to such labor, their hands ...vere
soon worn to the .quick, this they enq~redwi,th patience,
and' did all they could to perform what ...vas assigned
them, but they were totally unable to accomplish it; they
failed on the first day, and received the cruel lashes!
, The next day morning with sore backs and J bleeding
hands they attempted the enlarged task-theirhoehan-
dIes were soon made red ,vith their innocent blood-
they labor,ed ,vith great assiduity, bt:Jt they could not
perform the unreasonable task, and consequ~ntlyre-
ceived the enlarged number of lashes! On the third
mo:t:A~ng they cOlnmenced again; but the' task was so
mue,ii" enlarged that all hope of performing it was en-
tirely precluded, and the' enormo_usly increased number
of lashes became.certain-the urthappy creatures de-
spaired of life, and concluded that they must inevitably
die under the tortu'ring la.sh, unless they could despatch
themselves in some other nlethod.' This appeared to
be the orily means of escaping the most terrible Qruel-
ty. Hence they formed and executed the dreadful d'e-
~igl1 of hanging themselves! The horn blew for·din-
ner, all starte~ to their huts, but these unfortunate girls
si
Hngered behind, anti unobserv~d by the rest of :th8
':"~";company turned aside into a thIcket, and there ~ll' six
hang~.d themselves! They were sddn missed; ·,a:h~·
search was quickly made for thein-they ,vere immedi~
ately found, and the cruel roaster enraged by hIs disap~
pOlntment and loss, made every possible e~ertion to
bring them back to life, that they might again fall urider
~he weight of his ~engeance! btit all his attempts ,vere
in vain-=-their souls ,,,ere gone into awful. eternity, and.
had their eternal destiny unalterably fixed! And be-
ing exceedingly exasperated on finding that' they had
escaped from his hand, he ordered a hole to be dug for
them, and caused them to be tumbled into it like mere
animal carcasses, ,vhile he venfed the rnost awful im-
preca:tions upon thenl'! And the overseer ,vas ordered.
to exact from the rest of his sl~ves, 'vhat labor he in-
tended them to perform.
'·Thus ,we see that a single tyrant has driven six pOQr,
helpless fem,ales out of life by exacting from them ex-
c(i}ssive la~or. And who can estilnate the sum,of siln-
ilar cruelties, that are practised upon the poor Afri-
cans, by the many thousand tyrants, who, from. the
slaveholding States', have literally received license for
tyrannical exercise? To permit men to hold slaves is
in reality the same thing as to give them license to
commit cruelties, and those even of the most shocking
kind. _illy such license the poor African girls we have
just mentioned perished, and by it thousands are daily
«lropping into eternity from under the grevious burdens
of e~cessive toil. That men will work their slaves to
excess, must be expected \vhen the inordinate love of
gain is the predominating principle in .the whole sys...
tem of involuntary slavery. This .principle induces
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many slaveholders to ~mploy such overseers as are.
d~~ti~~te of humane feeling, and naturally propense»
, :.>to,::c~.uelty, and thus ,veIl pr~pared to drive poor slaves
"'to' .the highest degree of excessive labor. And in some
instances they are given such an interest in the pend...
ing crops as stimulates them to the greatest severity in
driving the miserable creatures whom they oversee.
Thus the principles of 'avarice and cruelty in heaping
most oppressive burdens.oflabor upon slaves, and that,
under such circumstances, their situation is most 'de-
plorable, Inust be obvious to everyone capable of re-
flection.
The, same principle which induces SOIne to place
their slaves under the Illost merciless overseers; prompts _
others to take theirs to public places and let them for ~
hire, to the highest bidders. In this way slaves often
fall into the hands of the most cruel tyrants the ,vorld
~an produce, and consequently are most grievously op:"
pressed by excessive labor-they Inust undergo ,vhat-
ever an"insatiable avarice is pleased to lay upon them,
and, like the ever yawning grave, it never says it· is
enough-it never compassionates the weary limbs of
the poor enslaved Africans; nor proposes rest to those
whom it chains down to servile life. It even drives
them to the iaborious task while they are sinking under
the influence of mortal disease!
Those, who are unacquainted with the depratity of
the human- heart, may be disposed to believe it ilnpos-
sible that any should be SI) cruel as to drive their slaves
t a work while they are laboring under mortal disc 'ase ;
but it can be established by the best of testimony that
slaves have been thus driven, and that almost to the
moment of expiration!
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. A respectable gentleman, ~ho is now a citizen..p£.
Flemingsburg, Fleming county, !(entucky, was, wIr~*>:;
in the State of South Carolina, invited by aslavehold~f,:'
to walk with hiIn and t~ke a view of his farm. He com-
plied ,vith the .invitation thus given, and i~l their walk
they c~me to the place where "the slaves were at work,
and found. the overseer whipping one of thenl very se-
verely for not keeping pace with his· fello,vs-in vain
the poor fellow alleged that he was sick, and could not
work. The master seemed to think all was ,veIl enough,
hence he and the gentleman passed on.· In the space
of an hour they returned by the same way, arid found
that th~ poor slave, who had been whipped as they first
passed by the field- of labor, was actua.Hy dead! This
I have from unquestionable authority.
Thus we see that a merciless overseer will push his
h~pless slave for his labor, to the last monlent, and fol-
low him with the torturing lash into the 'very gates of
.eternity!
Similar cruelty has happened in Kentucky. In that
State an unfeeling ~voman compelled a female slave to
..labor during- the space of four days after she had re-
·ceived the mortal attack'! Thus are the poor creatures
driven while their mortal frames are able to mav-e. And
the manner in which they are often treated after they
are so reduced by disease as to be no longer able to
move is equally cruel.
A respectable physician of my acquaintance and now
residing in the State of Alabam~,-did in that State at-
tend upon twenty slaves, ,vho were confined by severe
fevers, and that in an open pen without roo~ and. thus'
were exposed to every shower of rain that fell during
the time of their sickness_
£2
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This seems to be almost incredible; but the S-ourc'e,':'"
frDm which I have it, is so unquestionable as to remove
from my mind every doubt of its truth.
. You may soon expect to hear from me again.
I Al\l YOURS, &c.· .
LETTER VIII.
DEA.R BROTHER:
I design, in the present letter, to remark upon the
extent of the slaveholder's power in relation to the in-
fliction of corporeal punishments. .
It is undeniable that the proprietors of slaves may
punish them in any manner which a cruel spirit of re-
venge may dictate, provided they do not break limbs
-or take life. Hence they may torture them extre.mely
.during many years, and cause them to endure more
than a thousaqd ordinary d~aths, and yet neither take
life nor even break a limb. Hence, I apprehend, there
never has been, among men, a law productive of more
. misery than'the one whieh permits men not merely to
enslave, but even torture their fellow-crea~ures ac-
·cording'to'the dictates of every vengeful passion. I
cannot express the indignation 'which I feeI., when con....
templating the injustice and cruelty of this detestable
law-I abhor it more than I do the most loathsome
carcass, and I detest all who, either in theory or prac....
tive, give it their sanction-but I am too passionate,
let me recall this harsh expression, .which has been
dictated by the tumultuous passions of my soul, aroused
to the highest pitch of indignant feeling, 'by the J:1.orri-
~le scenes of cruelty that were presented to my mind!
My flighty imagination added much to the tumult of
passion by persuading me, for the moment, that I my-
self was a. slave, and with my w~fe and children placed
under the reign of terror--I began in reality to feel for
myself; my wife, and my children-the thoughts of'
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being whipped, at the pleasure of a morose and capri-
cioli~ master, aroused the strongest feelings of resent-
plent r but when I fancied that the' cruel lash ,vas
'approaching my wife. and children, and my imagination
~epicted in lively colors, their tears, their shrieks, and
bloody stripes, every indignant principle of my nature
was excited to the highest degree, and I could not well .
avoid execrating the la,v that permitted such injustice
and cruelty,-and my soul detested all who either in
theory or practice, gave it-their sanction. "But my mind
has now returned from its reverie, and I find that these
dreadful sufferings are not so near home as I had
imagined-the enslaved Africans have to endure thenl,
and not I and my family, and therefore my boisterous
feelings are sinking into a calm, and I begin to relent'
,my harshness-And you, my brother, will readily, for-
give it, if you ,vill but hring the subject home to'
yourself by imagining that you ar~ a slave and as sucb
subjected to the unrelenting lash of a er~el master~
who delights to show his authority, and to treat you
with the utmost indignity. And unless you will do'
this, I am afraid you will be often offended with 'my
warmth and severity. We are naturally too callous to
the sufferings of othel·s, and consequently, prone to look
upon them with paId indifference until, in imagination,
we identify ourselves with the sufferers, ana mal{e
their sufferingEt our own. And the ,moment we do this,
our whole nature teems with sympathy, our feelings
become impetuous, and the wings'of passion bear us"
away to the abodeil of suffering humanity, there to ad-
minister relief. When I look upon slavery as a distant
thing, and inflicted upon an indifferent ra~e of beings,
it seems to ~ear,a tolerable aspect, but when I bring
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it near, inspect it closely, and find that it is inflicted
on men and WOlnen, who possess the same nature and
feelings with mysel~ my sensibility is immediately
aroused-but when I, who'sustain the relations ofhus-
band an4 father, see a husband and father whipped
severely in the presence of nis wife and children, and
that perhaps merely to gratify the caprice of an illna-
tured master, my feelings become indignant-and when
I see the mother most cruelly scourged in.the presence
of her husband and chiJdren, my feelings grow intoler-
able-my soul sickens at the sight, and my indignation
almost prompts me to unlawful deeds of vengeance.
But how can I quell my tumultuous passions, whe,D in
addition to all this, I see the poor ljttle children whip-
ped in the presence of their parents, until their little
backs are literally covered ,vith blood? Had you my
brother, to endure all these cruelties, ,vould you not
abhor the law that pern1itted them to be inflicted upon
you? ·And would you not detest all the p~ople, who,
either in theory or practice, give it their sanction?
Indeed such a law must appear most detestable to eve-
ry one that vie,vs it in its real nature and tendency-
it sanctions the most tra~ical scenes of cruelty ever
witnessed among men-it permits the slaveholder to
bind his fellow man, strip him naked, and whip him on
the bare skin, with the keenest whips t~at art can· in-
vent; and that just so long as the lDost vengeful passion
may dictate, provided-the life is spared! Hence many
poor slaves are stript naked, stretched and tied across
barrels, or large logs, and tortured with the keenest
lashes, during hours and even whole days, until their
flesh is mangled to the very bones. Others are stript
and hung up by the arms, their feet are tied together,
, .
and the end of a h.eavy piece of timber is put. betwee·ii
their legs in qtder to stretch their ~o~ies, and so.· pre-
pare· them for the torturing lash~-and iIi this situatio~
they ate often .,vhipt .until their bo4i~s are coyered
With blood and mangied flesh, and in 'order to add ~he
~reatest keenness to their sufferings, theit ,voUrids ~re
washed with iiqtiid salt! And sonie of the miserable
~ieattirss arS perniitt~d to h~tig in that p~siti(jri until
they actuaily expire; .some die tinder the lash; others
linger abqut for sometilne, and at leIigth die of their
wounds, and many survive, and" endure again similar
torture. These bloody scenes are constantly exhibjt-
ed in every slaveholding country-thousands of ,vhips
are every day stained in African blood! Even the
poor females are not permitted to escape these shock-
ing cruelti~s. Of this I will give you an instance.
A certain citizen of I{entucky, purchased a piece of
furniture, and after he brought it home, his wife un-
fortunately broke some small part of jt, and that in the
.presence of ~ neighboring gentleman; ,she neverthe-
less charged it upon a black girl of about seventeen
years of age. The girl ~onestly declared her inno-
cence, but the mistress persisted in her charge against
her. At length the brutish Inaster 'seized the poor un-
fortunate girl, drew her clothes up over her head, '
hanged her by them to the limb of a tree, and in. that
shameful'- position whipt her several tiInes very severe-
ly. By the extremity of torture she was sometimes
forced to say that she did break the furniture, but in
the moment of respite, ~he would hon-estly deny i~
~gain-.-a~dthi~ Stlbjec~edher to mor,e torture~ rortu,,:
!la~ely for t4e poor girl the gentleman who was present
wheH ~4e mis~~ess q~ok;e the fu~~i~ure? happe~ed to Q~
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p~assitig 'by-he paused'in amazement it the shocking
scen·e~he:soon discovered· the cause of the crueltY7-
indignation ovei"calu'e hilu-he approached the brutIsh
lnaster and'told him that his own wife had broken· the
furnitur~ in his presence, and declared that if he did
not cease from· torturing the poor girl he w:ould give
hIin_oRs ql~ch as he hud given her-1viththis the shame-
less monster thought it ·ne·cessary to cOlnply; and for
that time the poor girl was released from his torturing
hand. The gentleman 1vh6 re~cued the girl and stated
this fact, is now a resident of the State of Ohio, and is
. known to be a man of truth.
I t is painful to my feelings to record such a shame-
ful outrage upon decency and humanity; but it is
necessary to do' it in order to show the. horrible extent
of the slaveholder's, pow.er over his' slaves. Evei·y
slaveholder has power to strip his· fein~le slav:es~ and
treat them in the salne disgr~ceful manner,· and .thou-
sands of thelD are ,base enough to put such power int<>
exercise. It really grieves me· to think that "any gov.;.
ernment, an9. much more that our own, does sanction
stich an abomination.
Finally, our sjrstem of slavery puts it cODlpletely in
the power of the slirireholders to dismember their slaves,
,or even murder them at pleasure! It is true that
slaveholding States have enacted laws to prohibit the
proprietors of slaves from breaking their limbs ortaking
their lives; but what avail such Ia,vs 1vhile slave·s are
Inade the property of their masters? May not' men
order their property to .any place to which they may
wish it to go-? Hence, may not the vengeful master
order his shive into his kitchen, or some other secret
place, and the're break all his limbs, tear out his eyes,
oU
and even m~il~,r 'him with the most savage cruelty"
Or may he' not-,'do all this, even in, the open field, iii th~
presence of a thousand other slaves, and yet escape
the sentence of the law? Not one of all thia thousand
. could be a witness ag~ainst hirn, and perhaps not one of
them would even so much as dare· to mention the
crime. ~ence, the poor slave has no security, either
for his limbs, or his life, further than what is. in the
will of his master. And, alas! there is often but little
there! Could you s~cretly:aitend the fields,'the k~t~h­
en and the huts, in which slaves labor and live,- YO.11:·
would see limbs broken, sculls fractured, and even eyes
torn out. And what is if possible still worse, you would
see many most cruelly-murdered.
A respectable young lady, of my acquaintance, re-
ceived a most painful sho.ck bY.~':lnexpectedIy discovering
one of the terrible things ''W~ich are sometimes done in
the kitchen. She visited the house of a certain Ken-
tuckian, who was considered reputable. There ,she
seemed at first to enjoy a pleasant hour in: the social
circie. In the parlor every thing appeared comfortable
and decent-every countenance was so cheerful that
one might have'imagined that good nature and happi-
ness resided in the bosom of each, memb.er of the
family. But, alas! she unfortunately stepped into the
kitchen. And ah!, ho'w changed was the scene! The
most doleful aspect Saluted her delicate eyes! There.
sat a poor old black woman, with one of her eyeballs
hanging on her cheek! It llad been torn from the,
socket by the hand of her Inistress ! Ho'\v painful was.
the sight, and how doleful was the tale of wo ! And
how little did the young visitant e.xpect' to witness such.
a scene! She could not corweal her feelings-she
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wept, :and·she retired with emotidnS'~~~£'~'h~rrot! This
shoclriilg cruelty was committed-with frhptinity-no law .
could possibly reach' the case. " ~he .tale ·of the poor
sable sufferer ,vould not be' heard in;, court, and such
crimes are seldom perpetrated in:~the presence 'of such
as would be heard, and when they are, but few, if.any,'
are willing to be at the expense and trouble of conl-'
mencing, and supporting a prosecution on the behalf
of slaves. The truth is, when once a man is made the
property of another, and thus put completely under his
control, it is impossible to ena'ct laws- that will protect
either his life or his limbs. And every attempt to
punish the master for abusing the slave will Lut insti-
gate him to greater cruelty! The love of gain affords
all the protection the poor slaves can have, and it is
well known that this has but little influence on the vio-
lent passions of men-to' the vicious heart, revenge is
gain.
In spite of all law, slaveholders have the,' power of
life and death over their slaves. And some of them do
exercise such power with .perfect impunity. It is un-
deniable that some drive their slaves nearly naked
through frost and snow until they perish with cold,-
some gradually starve them to death, and some cause
them to expire beneath the burden of excessive toil-
others whip them to death in a manner that more than
equals the cruelty of the most barbarous savages, and
not a few murder them ,vith clubs, axes and guns, or
such like fatal "\veapons ! It is undeniable, that in these .
several ways many slaves are murdered with the utmost
impunity! It is seldoln that even so much as a prose-
cution is incurred by murdering them; and I do not
recollect of ever hearing of a single individual being
F
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executed for ~~~i!J.g::·.~e life of his slave. I am per·
suarled there,·ts··.as·,t#J.u~h humane·, feeling in Fleming
county, Kentu.e~Y~.~fi~.;,~c~nbe found in any slaveholding
section of country~~~of'the same extent, and I think this
win be readily admitted ,by all who are acqua.inted with
the people of that county, and yet there is a certain in-
dividual, ill consequence of an unjust suspicion, fell
upon his poor old slave, beat him in the face, and mash-
ed it in such a manner as soon terminated his life, yet
by it, he incurred not even- so much as a prosecution!
I Inention this case, not because it is either singular or
novel, but because it happened in one of the most hu-
mane sections of one of the mildest slaveholding coun-
tries, and therefore, is well calculated to show what is
the real state of things, even where slavery wears its
mildest aspect. It 'shows clearly that the system of
slavery in its best form is fraught with the most horrid
murders..
'l will close this part of my subject, by giving you an
account of one of the most terrible displays. of slave-
holding power, one that ought to make every sla.ve-
holding nation tremble, and one that must fill every
humane bosom with horror! I will give it just. as I
received it from the pen of the Rev. William Dickey,
who is ,veIl acquainted with the circumstances which
he describes, and who is a ~an of undoubted veracity.
'In the county of Livingston, Ky. near the mouth of
Cumberland, lived Lilburn Lewis, a sister's son of the
venerable Jefferson. He,' who suckled at fair Free-
dom's breast' was the wealthy owner of a considerable
. number of slaves, whom he drove constantly, fed spar-
'ingly, and lashed severely. The consequence was,
they .would run away. This must have given, to aman
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of spirit and a man of business great' 'anxieties until he
found them, or until they' haa staiv:Erd, ou~'~ and ret{trn-
ed. Among the rest was an ilrigr~\fD;,,':boy about s~v­
enteen, who having just returned," ff8in a skulking
spell, was sent to the spring· for, water, and in return-
ing let fall an ,elegant pitcher. It was dashed to shivers -
upon the rocks. This was the occasion. It w:as night,
and the slaves all at home. The master had them col-
lected into the most roomy negrohouse, and a rousing
fire made. When the door was secured, that none
might escape, either through fear of him or sympathy
with George, he opened the de~ign of the interview,
namely, that they might be effectually taught to stay
at home and obey his orders. All things being now
in train, he called up George, who approached his mas-
ter with the most unreserved submission.' He bound
him with cords, and by the' assistance of his young-
er brother, laid him on a broad bench, or meat
block. He now proceeded to WHANG off George by
the ancles ! ! ! It was with the broad axe !-In vain did
the unhappy victim SCREAM AND ROAR! He was com-
pletely in his master's po,ver. Not a hand amongst so
many durst interfere. Casting the feet into the fire, he
lectured them at some length. lIe WHACKED HIM OFF
below the knees! George roaring out, and praying
his master to BEGIN A'r THE OTHER END! lIe admon-·
islled them again, thro,ving the legs into the fire! Then.
above the knees, tossing the joints into the fire! lIe
again lectured them at leisure. The next stroke sev-
ered the thighs froID the body. These were also com...
mitted to the flames. And so off the arms, head and
trunk, until all was in the fire! Still protracting the
intervals ,vith lectures, and thl·eatenings of like punish~
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ment, in case of di~~bedience, and running away, or
disclo~ure or, .thi,s.,::tr~g~dy. No~hing, no,v remained,
but to consume, the':::flesh and bones; and for this pur-
pose the fire W'as'~riskly stirred, until two hours after
midnight. When, as though the earth would cover
out of sight, the nefariou~ scene, and as though the
great JAaster in Heaven would put a mark of his dis-
pleasur~ upon such nlonstrous cruelty, a sud'den and
surprising shock of Earthquake overturned the coarse
and heavy backwall, composed of rock and clay, which
completely covered the fire, and the remains ofGeorge.
This put a.n end to the amusements of the evening.
The negroes were now p'ermitted to disperse, with
charges to keep this matter among themselves, and
never to ,vhisper it in the neighborhood, under the pen-
alty of a like punishment. When he retired, -the lady
exclaimed, 'O! Mr. Lewis;:where have you been and
wh~t have you done-!' She 'had heard a strange pound-
itig;" and dreadful screams, and had smelled something
like fresh meat burning! He 'said that he had never
enjoyed himself at a ball so well as he had enjpyed
himself that evening. Next Inorning he ordered the
negroes to rebuild the backwall, and he himself super-
intended the work, throwing the pieces of flesh that
still remained with the bones, b~hind as it went up,
thus hoping to conceal the matter. But it could not be
hid-much as the negroes seemed to hazard, they whis..
pered the horrid deed to the neighbors, who came, and
before his eyes tore down the wall, and finding the re..
mains of the boy, they testified against him. But be...
fore the ~ourt sat, to which h.e was bound over, he was,
by an act of suicide, with George, in the etern~lworld.
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.~ure there are bolts, rQd with no commo~ wrath, to
bla~t the man. .(. WILLIAM DICKEY.
Bloomingsburg, Oct. 8, 182~'. ",
, N. B. This happened in 181i, if I be correct, the
16th ·of December.. It was the -Sabbath! '
This awful scene of cruelty exhibits what' tremen-
dous things the slaveholder may do ! And though 'the
dreadful wretch was taken up on suspicion, alia bound
over to court, yet, I apprehend, there was little proba-
bility of his actually falling under the sentence of the
law.~ He mi'ght have eventually, so managed the
matter as to ma~e the sentence fall upon the 'heads of
his slaves. But be that as it might, it is certain, that
the State, by making men his' property, gave him the
opportunity of perpetrating the horrid deed and the;r.e-
fore it stands first in the list of'crimes !
. FROM YOUR AFFECTIONATE BRO.THE~.
. '* This apprehension is rendered very probable by the fact tha~
the populace actuaHy let him out of prison in order to screen' him
fromjustic.e.
( 66)
J:..ETTER IX'.,
KIND BROTHER;,
~n the precedin'g letters, I believe it is clearly shown1
that involuntary slavery is opposed to the strongest
principles and feelings of human. nature, and if so, it
forms a relation, for which the God of nature, in the
organization of the human syste'm, has made no pro...
vision; and it appears to Dle self-evident, that a rela-
tion so' unnatural must be a constant source of lliisery
to the several parties it unites. I invited your attention
to its dreadful effect~ upen the party enslaved, while I
was pointing out the extent of the slaveholder's pow-
er, and I shall now proceed to notice its tendency in
respect to the enslaving party. .
I. Itis opposed to domestic peace. Slaves, as we
have before shown, are generally rais~d without moral
instruction, and consequently possess a low degree of
moral feeling, and therefore they are not very consci- -
entious in regard to the preservation of domestic peace~
And a variety of families and individuals of different
habits and feelings are cro\vded together in su~h a
manner as is calculated to produce, fierce contention-
This disturbs the peace of the master's ownfamily,and.
so becomes a. source of perpetual vexation.
Again, slaves generally consider that they are labor-
ing for others and not for themselves, and therefore
they will avoid perforlning the labor assigned them as
much as they can with safety to their backs, and even
what they do, is seldolu done in a suitable manner.
These things are a ~onstant source of provocation ta
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mast~rs and overseers, and often instigate them to the
greatest outrage and ~ruelty.
A"nd we ~ay furthe'r remark that slaves are general.
1y but little influenced by the principles either of honor
or piety, and consequently they often give themselves
up to the practice of intemperance, falsehood, treach..
ery, dishonesty and lewdness; and all these vices are
frequently made to bear upon the master'~ family in
such a manner as entirely banishes domestic peace.
Thus a variety of circumstances conspire to deprive
slaveholding families of that peace which is most e's-
sential to happiness, and the more they enslave and
oppress their fellow creatures, the more they increase
their own disquietude and misery.
II. Idleness is generally one result of slavery. N e-
cessity is the parent of industry--:-fe,v are ,villing to
labor when necessity does. not impel thein. And slave··
hOlding families seldom feel the influence of this' im-
pelling principle. Consequently, lvhere slaveholding.
parents feel disposed to raise their children to habits of
industry, they generally find it exceedingly difficult,
and in many instances totally hnpracticable. Children,
in slaveholding countries, early imbibe the sentiment
that work is the business of slaves" and that for free
people to.labor, is.of course disgraceful. This perni-
cious sentiment soon finds its lvay through the whole
slaveholding conlUlunity. Hence parents cannot brook
the idea of shQving their children do,vn to the rank of
slaves, by making- them labor. 4\nd the consequence
of this is soon strongly tnanifested by the conduct of
the rising family_ The young masters cannot deign to
pollute their hands with domestic concerns-nnd lvhen
they wish to ride abroad, theit- horses nHlst be cqujp~ed
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and';b:t:pught to the door, 'and the' stirrups.held by the
humble slave, while the young gallants mount. And
should the delicate' young Misses sweep the house, or
carry a bucket of water they would scarc~}ybe able to
survive the disgrace! . ',-~"
These gentry- despise and treat 'with contempt the
laboring class of the free cOlnmunity-They consider
them to be no better than slaves, and therefore will not
admit them to the privileges of equals-And in conse-
quence of this many become ashamed to labor-Hence
some who are scarcely able to procure bread, hire slaves
to do the: very labo~ which th~y might, and ought, but
are ashamed to do thelnselves. I know by actual ob-
servation that this is true. And I presume that none
who are acquainted with the slaveholding States will
deny that slavery tends to idleness. "
III. Slavery promotes vice among the free inhabitants
of slaveholding States. By producing idleness it af-
fords the opportunity of practising immorality. - Those,
who are closely engaged in useful occupations, have
little time for the pr3:ctice of vice, but those,. who are
idle, have ample time for obeying the calls of ~very
vicious appetite and passion, and consequently soon be-
come a prey to their corrupt inclinations. Hence we
may always expect to find the most confirmed habits of
vice where idleness prevails.
Again,'slaves, in consequence of the nlannerin which
they are rais'ed; are generally prone. to vicious indul-
gence, and many of them are exceedingly profligate;
their master's children often mingle with them, and not
only ,vitness th~ir vicious practices, but also listen to
lascivious conversation, and thus from infancy they be-
COlne familiar with almost every thing wicked and ob-
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scene. And this in" connection with easy acc~,~s/i:~be­
comes a: strong tetnptation to lewdness. Hence it uf-:'
ten happens that the .master's children practice th~
same vices~~hichprevail among his slaves; and even
the master' himself is liable to be overwhelmed by the
floo4s of temptatioIi~, And in some instances, the father
and his sons are involved in one COlnmon ruin" nor do
the daughters always escape this impetuous fountain of
pollution. Were it ,~ecessary, I could refer" you to
several instances of slaves actually seducing the d.~ugh­
ters of their masters! Such. seductions sometimes
happen even in the most respectable slaveholding fam-
ilies!
Further, slaves, that are closely driven can earn mU'ch
more than the coarse food and raiment which they eat;,"
and wear, and therefore, by becoming a source.. of gain, '
they afford the means of vicious -indulgence. Henc~
gaming and intemperance are often the producJ.s of
slavery. \_, .It is ~ell-known that a vast number derive
such profit from the labor of their slaves, as enables
them to devote their time to gaming, lewdness and in-
temperance. This elass often give their whole atten-
tion to the practice and propagation of vice, and thus
spread their baneful influenee over the whole face of
society. Hence it appears to me that if a State were
to design the propagation of immorality, it could scarce-
ly devise a better plan for the accomplishment of such
design than is that of ,our present systeln of slavery.
It implants the principles of vice in children as soon as
their minds are capable ·of rational exercise; it culti-
vates them in the season ofyouth, and affords them the
means of luxuriant growth in mature age.
lV. Slavery' debilitates the constitution o~ slave-
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'holai~g people. Man was: forme d for action, and there ...
.fOre exercise' is as necessary to his health as food is to
His life-when he becomes inactive the po~ers ot his
nature languish, and debility pervades hi~.:~hole con-
stitution. Hence in order to call man totth to action
the benificent Creator formed the'e'arth for c'ulture, and
beneath its SllrntCe deeply buried the richest treasures.
·B~t. slavery violates the plan of infinite wisdom by
dooming some to excessive toi1;::~hile it releases others
from the -healthful field of exer~lse,and thus gives them
over to depility, sickness and death. And in connec-
tion witljij;his, we may further observe, that so far as'
slavery"promotes lewdness, luxury and intelnperance,
it must have a most debilitating effect upon the con-
·3titution. And under the operation of such effects ev-
.~ slaveholding people must ultimately become sickly
arid .short Iived.
V. Slavery must eventually tend to poverty. Slave-
holders will engross large quantities ~f land'.. ..~nd this,
- in a great 'measure, will prevent the poorer''':'class of
people fr6ID acquiring real estates, or even a comfort-
able subsistence. Hence extreme proverty, in many
instances must be inevitable. And even the richest
slaveholders are not beyond the danger of poverty.
Although great profit is often derived from the labor of
slaves, . yet that very profit frequently becomes the
means of confirming- such habits of gaming, intemper-
ance and extravagance as eventually reduce the most
wealthy to the most extreme in'digence. To this we
may add, that the children of the most wealthy sl~ve..
holders are generally raised to such idleness and ex...
travagance as cOlnpletely prepar~ them for squandering
the estates left theln by their parents, and conseqnent-
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1y it often happens, that in a 'short time after they ':pe-~
come.masters, of great estates, they are involved in th~ ,
deePest poverty; and finally become the most worthless'
vagabonds,,;tlle. world can produce.
We ma1{fJ~ther~pscrve that in proportion as slaves
increase, slaveholders will engross larger bodies ofland'
and· of course there will be less room' for free -inhabi.
tants;, therefore, a diminution of the 'fre.e population
must be the certain r¢s,ult of the increase of slaves.
And persons who are'-enslaved, have not the same mo'·
tives to industry which influence those who ,are free,
when they labor for thenlselves, and conseqtt~~tly,they
are not equal, in the performance of labor, to' an equal
number of -frae men. Hence, not only the poverty of
individuals, but also that of the State must be the cer-
tain result of slavery. And when slaves become so
numerous, that there is not land enough for them to
cultivate, extreme indigence must soon be the conse-
quence, both to the State, and individuals.
VI. Igftorance is another result of slavery. It is
seldom th.at persons, who are brought up in idleness
and ease, will endure the labor necessary to a liberal
education. They often drone out many long years at
College, and return hOllle mere quacks in learning.
They cannot be induced to make that application which
is necessary in the pureluit of science. They have
generally a much stronger propensity for pleasure and
amusement, than for the acquirement of useful knowl-
edge. And in addition to this, they have too high an
opinion of their own dignity to submit to the govern-
ment of well regulated Seminaries. They often take
offence at the very best regulations, and consequently
desert the means of a good education. And in some
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cases it is necessary to expel them from institutions of
learning, in consequence 'of their vicions habits, and
llngovernable tempers. Thus a propensity for idleness,
the lo.ve of pleasure, vicious habits and un~~~table dis-
P9sitions all conspire to prevent the slaveh61ding com-
_Inunity from m~king progress in the paths of science.
Andtllough some noble minds may occasionally stem
these:difficulties, and climb to the highest eminence in
learning, yet the great Dlass of the people will be more
liable to retrograde than to advance in literature.
VII. Sl~veryweakens every State in which it exists.
Slavehol¥rs, as we before stated, -,vill engross large
bodies of iand, and this of cC?urse leaves less room for
free, citizens, who hav~ to labor fOT the sustenance of
themselves and their families, are despised, and shoved
down to a rank little above that of slaves-this becomes
to them a str.ong inducement to move into free States, -
'\vhere they can be admitted to an equal rank with their
fellow ~itizens. We may further add, that, many of
the very best citizens of slaveholding States,': are con-
scientiously opposed to slavery, and fully apprized of its
pernicious tendency upon society in general; and par-
tic~ upon the rising generation; and, therefOre, in
order to save their offspring from temptation and im-
pending ruin, they move into the free Statesi:where
they may more easily train up their children to indus-
try- and morality. And besides all this, slavery is the
means of promoting lewdness, intpmperence and lux-
ury, by ,v·hich thousands of the free inhabitants perish.
Under the operation of these several causes every
slaveholding State must grow weaker in proportion as
the slave population increases. Slaves know they
ought to b.e free, and therefore may be expected to
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e.mbrace the fi~t opportunity of breaking the yokl cof
bondage; This is fully established by the many insur-
. fections .that take place in various \slaveholding coun:-""
tries•." H'enq~ almost e.very slav~ is to be considered an
internal enemy. An4 in some States the slave popu-
hition is already more extensive than the free, and '1s
still rapidly increasing; and."must tliel,efore soon,: b~­
CODle able without foreign assistapce to overpower tItei»
o.ppressors. And it iSl~obvious that· persons raised in
idleness, luxury, and ease are but little calculated for
making po:we.rful resistance, and therefore must become
an easy prey, to their enemies. From a1lthes~circum-
stances we may safely conclude ;that all the slavehold-
ing States will :eventually become depende~t on thb
free States for protection,- both from· their slaves and
foreign invasion. Slaveholding States never ~an' he
powerfu( in war. Those '\vho are unaccustomed to
labor cannot endure the fatigue of a campaign, and be-
ing habituated to commanding they are seldom willing
to be commanded, an,d therefore, a.re likely to become
a prey to their own rashness. This doubtless occasion-
ed some of the misfortunes of the Kentuc-kians during
the last war. They were brave, but ungovernable-
h!3Dce they fell into the hand of the epemy.
VIII. Slavery cultivates a spi'rit' of cruelty. Slaves
cO:Qsider themselv'es unjustly enslaved, and consequent-
ly they often neglect and slight the service assigned
theni~this instigates, the master to cruelty. And in-
'deed many pfthe poor 'creatures, in consequence oft~e
want of moral instruction, are so vicious as to elicit
cruel treatment even from the ~ost humane. Thus
the children of slaveholders, from infancy, have the
opportunity or becoming familiar with scenes of cruel~
G
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ty. This has a tendeney to blunt the tender B~nsibili..
.ties of their nature, to make· them think lightly of hu- ,
man misery, and fully prepare' them for cruel indul-"
gence when they arrive at mature age•. ,~herefore'it
is obvious that a disposition to cruelty must, in some
mea~ure perva~e every' slaveholding community.
.I~·..~JSlavery ~ends to tyranny.* It is directly oppos-
:;ed~,·: to the _fundamental. principles of republicanism,
~ml1intained' in that part of the· D:eclaration of Indepen-
l~~nc~, which declares-' That all men are created
equal, that they are endowed by 'their Creator with
certain in'8.1ienable- rights; that among these are life, .
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.' These pririci-
ples'are ~bsolutely denied by the slaveholding States.
They practically declare that all men are not created
equal, that liberty is not an unalienable right, and that
a cert!lin class of people have not a right to pursue
their own happiness. They do. in their constitiItions
create distinctions ,among men-some they forever
consign to the service of others. They tell us, 'That
no freelnan ought to be taken, or imprisoned, or depriv'=
ed of his freehold, liberties or privileges, or outlaw.ed,
or exiled, or in any manner destroyed, or deprived of
his tife, liberty, or property, bat by the judgment of his
peers, or by the law'of the land.' .See the constitutions
of Maryland, North Car.olina, South Carolina and Ten-
nessee. This plainly, im.plies that the slave ought to
be taken, imprisoned, and destroyed ,vithout either
judgment or law. The constitution of Kentuclty tells
us, "That aU freemen, when they form a social com-
----
'* The children of slaveholders are, in many instances, habitu7
ated to tyranizing over. slaves. This cultivates in them the spirit
of tyranny. In this respect sla.very hai a most direct tendency
to make tyrants.
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p-act, are equal.'-See the- constitution of Kenttic}{y,
Art. X. Sec. I. Kentucky cannot admit' That all.me;n '
are created equal,' nor that even freemen are e'qu.al un-
til they beqome so by social compact. Thus she plain-
ly denies a fundamental principle' of the Declaration of
Independence. And hcnv widely .(loes -she diffe'r from'
the free States, which deblare in their,· const~tiltions­
, That all men are born equally free and independ~~t.'
There is no State, in"'~/the Union, that makes stronger
pn;etensions to republicanism than does Kentucky, and
yet she- both theoretically and practically denies the
fundamental principle upon whic.h the whole"republican
system reste. The truth is, all the slaveholding States
do practically maintain the fundamental principJes of
absolute monarchy-which are, that all lI)en are not
equai, and that all men are not born equally free and
independent. Every slaveholder is an absolute mon-"
arch to his slaves, and they are bound to approach hhn
with all the sensibilities of inferiority whieh absolute
. monarchy can require. And many slaveholders dO"
manifest by their conduct, that they feel the same su-
periority over their poor slaves, that abs'olute monarchs
dar-over th~ir miserable and abject subjec~s.
'It is w,ell known that the slaveholding S~tes have,
ever since the declaration of independence, manifested
a propensity for the unj nst acquisition of power. They
have ever had an unequitable representation in Con-
gress. They consider slaves to ·be mere property, and
iYet for every seventy thousand of them, they claim the
right of sending one representative to Congress. This
is decidedly a representation of property. - The slave
representation is as unjust and unreasonable as a cattle
~eJ>resel}tationwould be. Did they permit tbe poor
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slaves to choose for themselves a representation which
might contend for their rights in the N.ational Legisla-
ture, none would have reason to reproach them for in-
justice with respect to such representation. \But, alas !-
the slave representation is for a far different 1;purpose.
It is- to strengthen the yoI{e and tighten the chains of
cruel oppression. But the slave representation appears
t9 me still more unjust, when I consider th"at the States
which hold the greatest nUlnber of slaves, and of course
have t~e greatest slave representation, must be of the .
least service for the defence of the nation in time of
war. They have many voiees, and of course, aTe im-
mensely powerful in the National Legislature, but are
perfect weakness in the field of battle-perhaps it re-
quires all their strength to keep their slaves in subjection.
The tenacity with which the slaveholding States re-
ta-in this unjust principle manifests a strong propensity
for the usurpation of power. And this circumstance
shows that they havejn them the spirit of tyranny.
N ow brother, I think it must be evident to you that
slavery; ~n the several particulars to which I have in-
vited your attention, has a pernicious tendency upon
the free inhabitants of the slaveholding States; and
henee you have another conclusive proof that slavery
is opposed to the natural principles and feelings of our
nature, and that of course, as we said before, it forms
a relation for which the Creator, in the organization of
the human system, has 1!lade no provision. From the
plain principles of nature as well as from its dreadful
tendency, it evidently appears that involuntary slavery
is both -unnatural and unj ust.
In my ne~t, I intend to investigate. the title by whicp
slaves are held in servitude, ADIEU,
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AFF~CTIONATE BROTHER:
Aceording to promise, I anl now to enter upon the
.investigation of the title by which slaves are held in
servitude.
It must be admitted that the Africans and the. rest-
ofmanki.qd have all sprung from one common father,;
and consequently all, originally, were aHke free. It
will also be admitted that the Africans were not en-
slaved for crime-hence we conclude with the utmost"
certainty that they were unjustly enslaved. They must
have been taken either by theft or open violence, and
sold into slavery; therefore, it inevitably follows that
the title to them was originally derived from those
who, either stol~ them or took them by unjust violence,
and sold them into bondage, consequently, it must be
most unjust'; nor neither time, nor custom, nor govern-
ment can change its nature-it stands in eternal oppo-
sition to right. Property, that is stolen or taken by
unjust violence, though it pass through -a thousand
hands by honest purchase, still belongs to the original
owner; and to him, according'to the plainest principles
of justice, it must revert. The right to freedom be-
longs to the Africans, and therefore it is as unjust· to
hold it from th~m as it is to hold stolen property from
its. right owner. Snppose that your little daughter
were to be stolen in her infantile state, and sold for a
slave, would she not, according to the plainest princi-
ple.s of justice, be as much entitled to _freedom ~s she
now is! Again, suppose that an unjust and arbitrary
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po'wer should detain her posterity in slavery to a thou.. '"
sand generations, would not the last generation be as'
Dllich entitled to freedom as the mother originally was?
Do you belie~e that any one ~ould be just in depriving
theln of their right to freedom, merely because he had
purchased them from those who had no right to sell
them? No, you cerfainly believe that it would be most
unjust. Now' this is precisely the situation of the Af-
ricans you hold in servitude. Their ancestors were-
originally free; but were 'unjustly taken and sold into
bondage, and by an unjust and arbitrary po,ver their
offspring are still enslav~d....)...y~u suppose that you have
a. right to the:ql by honest purchase, but they are the
same as stolen property. The title to them was orig-
inally derived from the hand of the thie£ Hence the
man from who~ you purchased theln had no just title
to them, of. course had no right to sell thein-you had
no right to buy them; arid consequently can have no
right to detain them in'servitude. .The right to free-
dom is original in all the human- race. 'That all men
ar~ created equal' is a truth that no true hearted re-
publican will deny. Hence, while you hold slaves,
you hold th-e right of freedom from its real owners.
And is not freedom more precious than property? And
therefore, is it not more criminal to hold it fro~ your
fellow creatures than it is to deprive them of their
property? How then can you persist in holding them
as slaves, rnerely because you purchased them-fronl
such as had no right to sell them? Should you pur-
chase a stolen hor~e, would you pretend to keep him
from his real o\vner, merely because you had purchas-
ed him from the thief who had stolen him? No, you
,vould certainly give him up to the !eal proprietor as
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soon as he should exhibit sufficient evidence 'of tfte
justness of his claim~ Then w:hy not deliver up to
your slave~ their liberty, seeing they are undoubtedly
entitled to freedom! We, as a nation, in our declara-
tion of independence, have declared that the right to
liberty is unalienable. I know the la,vs of your State
permit you to enslave a certain class of your fellow-
creature.s, but the permission of a State cannot change
IDoral principle. Should this State permit yOll to en-
. slave my"children, ,vould it be honest in you to take
advan.tage by such perlnission to make 'them slaves? 'j
Certainly you must admit that to ~ake such advan~age,
would be both unjust and cruel. And is it not equally
unjust an_d cruel to enslave the poor Africans, merely
because the State gives permission for such oppression?
The man wh~ will be just nb farther than th~ State
compels him, is a rogue in heart. And the man who
will take away the liberty of another whenever the
State permists him, wo.~ld also. take the property of
another if similar permission was granted him. I do
not say that all slaveholders are rogues in heart. I
hope many of them have acted luore .from mistake than
from real dishonesty. But I do not hesitate in saying'
that they all unjustly take away the liberty of their
fellow creatures, who, according to the principles ad-
mitted by our nation' Were born equally free and in ..
dependent.'
I shall next attempt, by the scriptures, to prove the
injustice of involuntary slavery. FARE'VELL.
( '80 )
LETTER XI.
-LOVING BROTHER:
Ac·cording to all intimation given in my last, I am to
show that the modern system of slavery is prohibited
by the book of inspiratio~.' And as many of the abet-
,_ tors of this system pretend to support it by the sacred
scriptures, I deem it necessa~y to examine th~ princi-
pal arguments which they have drawn from this source.
I. I shall first consider the one which is founded upon
Noah's curse. It is argued that this curse consigns all
the posterity of Ham to perpetual slavery, that the Af-
ricans descended from him, and therefore it is right to
enslave them.
I consider that this argument is, in several respects,
ill foun:ded.
First, it is not true that the curse consigns all the
posterity of Hain to perpetual servitude. Let us hear
what it says. Gen. Ix. 25. Cursed be Canaan; a
servant of servants shall he be unto his brethren. Thus
we see that but one of Ham's sons was included in the
curse.. Canaan doubtless was deeply concerned with
his father in the guilt which gave rise to this denunci-
ation against him, else, why was he so signally marked
as the subject of the curse? The rest of Hatn's sons,
it seems, were innocent, and consequently were not in-
cluded in it. The history of the .wodd sholvs that many
of the nations which descended from them have been
respectable, and subjected to no calamities, but such
as are common to the rest of mankind. Hence, it is as
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plain, as stubborn fact c~n make it, that the curse did
not include all of Ham's posterity. It was denounced
agaInst Cariaan, and history shows that it fell upon his
posterity. Our Africans did not descend troIn him, and
therefore ,vere not with him consigned to servitude.
·2d. Th'e a"oom was not perpetual. Sacred history
shows that the descendants of Canaan' became power-
ful and wealthy nations before the curse was inflicted
upon them. It was first inflicted by the Israelites, who
descended from Shem, and who had .been servants to
some of Ham's posterity in Egypt. They destroyed
vast numbers of the Canaanites, and eventually redu~­
ed the rest of them to very abject 'circumstances, and
made them tributary. And thus they became the trib-
utary servants of those who had been servants.
Hence, the following predictions of Noah were liter-
ally fulfilled. 'Curse~ be Canaan; a servant of ser-
vants shall he be unto his brethren.' , Blessed be the
Lord_God of Shem; and Canaan shall be his servant.'
Again, it is said, Japhet 'shall dwell in. the tents of
Shem; and Canaan shall be his servant.' This was
doubtless accomplished when the Greeks and Romans
who were descendants of J~phet, by conquest, ,took
possession of the tents of Shem. At this period, the
remnant of the Canaanites became tributary to th~ off-
spring of J~phet, and thus Canaan became the servant
of J aphet. Hence the prediction so far as it related to
servitude has long since had its accomplishment. The
Canaanites have mingled with other nations, and so do
not now exist as a distinct people, and consequently
the term of their servitude must be terminated. And
when we consider the manner in which these ancient
predictions were fulfilled, we believe that they related
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. not 80 much to the slavery. of individuals as to nation~
al subjugation. There were so few of Canaan's pas""
terity reduced to individual slavery that we 'cannot rea...
sonably conclude that to be the kind of servitude pre .
dieted. I ~ appears from sacred history that fewer of
the descendants of Canaan, than those of Shem, were
reduced to individual slavery. People who are subju-
gated and made tributary, must labor in order to pay
their' tribute, and therefore are the servants of their
conquerors. This kind of servitude the Canaanites en-
dured to great extremes. The Israelites conquered
them, and took possession of. their cities, their houses
and their lands, and thu:3 enjoyed the fruits of their la-
bor, and those of them that escaped the sword were
eventually made tributary. This evidently appears to
be the kind of servitude predicted in Noah's curse,.and
if so, our kind of slavery is not even so much 8.S found
in this ancient prediction. The Israelites were not
commanded to enslave but to exterminate the nations
of Canaan"
Finally; if the prediction had included all Ham's
posterity, and had consigned theln to perpetual servi-
tude, still it could not justify our system of slivery.
Predictions are not give~ in scripture as rules of mara1
action. It W8$' predicted, and even decreed that Jesus
Christ shou.ld be crucified, and yet his crucifiers were
full as guilty as they would have been, if no such pre-
diction and decree had ever existed. The Israelites
did not proceed against the Canaanites on. the ground
of prediction, but on that of divine command, and that
commaNd was not founded upon prediction, but upon
the full cup of their iniquities. The Lord gave the
C~n~anites'adispensat~onQf ~~~e un~~r tqe mjnistr~~
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tions of Melchisedec, and suspended the infliction of
the curse until they had long abuse~ his' mercy, and
filled full the cup of their iniquities. Hence, their
enormous wickedness was the real caus~ of-their ca-
lamities, and the means' of bringing the curse upon
them. But even on the supposition that this predic-
tion were a rule of moral action, still it could not jus-
tify our systeln of slavery, because we have not suffi-
qj.ent proof that our' Africans descended from Ham.
We suppose they are of his posterity, but this suppo-
sition cannot be supported by satisfactory evidence.
The revolutions of nations and time have put the mat-
ter beyqnd the possibility of certain proof: Therefore
the whole argument for slavery, drawn frorn Noah's
curse is 'without the least fo·undation. It rests ,vholly
upon bold assertion, and mere conjecture, and it cer-
tainly must be the product of avaricious derangement.
II. I shall consider the argument which the friends
of involuntary slavery have adduced from the example
of A.braham. It is alleged that Abraham the Father
of the faithful held slaves, and, therefore, involuntary
slavery must be right.
This argument, like the one before considered, ap,..
pears to DIe to be inconclusive in several respects.
First; It is 110t evident that Abraham's servants
were held to involuntary servitude.. It is true that he
had servants born in his house, and servants bought
with his money; but these <:ircumstaric·es do not ab-
solutely prove that their servitude was involuntary.
Abraham was a Prince ;-the children of Heth ad-
dressed him as such, Gen. xxiii. 6. 'Thou art a miglity
Prince among us.' On one occasion he armed three
hundred and eighteen trained servants that were born
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in his hou,se, and with them gained a signal. victory
over several of the most powerful kings of the age.
Gen. xiv. 1-16. Hence it appears that the servants
born in his house were merely his subjects. Abraham
had no fixed residence,' and· therefore he and his sub-
jects dwelt in tents. 'By faith he sojourned in the
land of promise, as in a strange country" dwelling in
tabernacles with Isaac and Jacob.' Heb. xi. 9. Thus
~e see that Abraham's house was but a tabernacle Qr
tent; and it was made large enough to shelter him and
all -his subjects; and this shows how it happened' that
the three hundred and eighteen, before mentioned, ser-
vants were born in his house. These were all fit to
bear arms; and therefore, according to the nature of
human increase, we must conclude that Abraham had
many others likewise born in his house, who wete too
young for military service, and there must have been
_nearly an equal number of females-and to all these we
may add all those bought with his money. From these
circumstances it is reasonable to conclude that Abra-
ham's servants, at least amounted to more than one .~
thousand. Hence it is most absurd to suppose that a
single individual while passing from place to place in
a strange country, could compel so large a Dumber of
persons to involuntary servitude. And ,vould any man
in his senses under such circumstances, arrn three ~un­
dred and eighteen invuluntary slaves, and march them
out against his enemies l \Vould such a number of
arlned slaves submit to a single man, cheerfully fight
his battles, and thus risk their lives in his defence?
Abraham was a wandering stranger, unprotected by
civil government; and therefol;e his servants were Dot
xestrained by. fear of' pun~shment in case of rebellion;
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consequently we may safely conciude that the service
which they rendered, hiln ,vas of the voluntary kind.
But the question still rec'urs, were not those, lvhom he
bought with his rnoney, s]aves? To this I answer that
, Abraham ,vas very rich in cattle, in 'silver and in gold;'
and was as penevolent as he was rich; ofcourse, he',,'ould
have many strong inducements to redeem miserable
captives taken in war; and these from a sense ofgrat-
itude as well as for the sake of protection wou]d become
his s~bjects; and such being re'deemed by their own
consent would be under the most solemn obligations
to render him faithful service. Perhaps Hagar the
Egyptian was bound to his service frorn some such
consideration; and therefore was called a bond-woman.
Indeed Abrahanl manifested so much benevolence in
several instances, as Inig4t lead us to the concIus'ion
that he was wholly indisposed to the practice of invol-
untary slavery. And his '\vhole conduct towards his
servants shows that he considered theln to be merely
subjects, and not slaves. Hence ,we find~ him bringing
his eldest servant under solemn oath not to take a wife
to Isaac of the daughters of the Canaanites. Gen. xxiv.
2, 3. This we might expect a Prince to require of a
;subject, but not a master to require of a slave. This
same servant had all his master's property in his hand;
.and even had authority over Isaac. Does this look
like modern slavery? ':rhus a variety of circulnstances
make it, evident to me that Abraham did not hold in-
voluntary slaves. But, again, if Abraham did pr,actise
involuntary slavery, still the argulnent adduce td from
his example must be inconclusive. He was an imper-
fect man, and therefore, his example cannot b~a stand-
ard of moral rectitude. He had two wives at one time;
H
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but who':will argue from his exampie that poiygamy is
right~ And it must be equally absurd, to argue ~ from
his example that slavery is right. Such an argument
evidences a bad cause.
IIJ~ I shaIlI examine the argument, which the de-
fenders of our sl~veholding system, have adduced from
the Mosaic institutions.
This argume:Qt, they consider as fully supported by
Lev. xxv. 44, 45, 46. 'Both thy bond-men, and thy
bond-maids, which thou shalt -have, shall be of the
heathen that are round about you; of them shall ye
buy-bond-men and bond-maids. Moreover of the chil-
dren of 'strangers that do sojourn among you, of them
shall ye bUy, arid of their fainilies that are with you,
which they begat in your land: and they shall be your
possession: and ye shall take them as an inheritan~e
-for your children after you, to'inherit them for a ,pos-
session; and they shall he your bondmen forever;*
but over your brethren the children of Israel, ye shall
not rule one over another with rigor.'
As this sacred passage, is considered to be one of
the strongest pillars upon which the moder!). syitem of
,slavery rests, it will be neces~ary to give it a careful
and candid examination. Hence, we remark,
First; That it' giv,es to the children of Israel by
special grant some of the heathen for slaves. This, it:
is thought, fully justifies our system of slavery' ;' but I
apprehend that the opposite is true. This special grant'.
inlplies that the children 'of Israel withou11 it had DO'
right to enslave even the heathe.n. These were the
* Thi~ may mean that the Hebrews might keep up a' sueces-·
sion of servants by successive purchase" and, not that any indi-
viduals would be held in servitude forever.. .
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property of the Creator; therefore none covJ~ ha.ve a
right to possess thenn but by the special grant from
him: The Israelites held slaves 'by special license from
their Creator and and real proprietor, and such special
license amounts _to a real, prohibition of similar privi-
lege to all, to whom it is not gIven. When I, for iIi':'
stance,- make grant of a certain piece of property, my
conduct in that case plainly declares that I consider
myself the real proprietor of that property, and that
none has a right to it but by special title· from ine. And
thus the special grant which God made of the heathen
to the Israelites, shows plainly, that he considered him-
self the real- proprietor, and that none had a right to
hold them as a possession, but by special grant frolp.
him. N a such graI!t has ever been made to any peo-
ple, and therefore, the .very text on which slaveholders
rely for support, amounts to a real prohibition of slave-
ry in ftll cases, except the one which it specifies.
Hence, do not Inodern slaveholders rob the Almighty
,,'hile they hold his property for a possession? And
'Shall a man rob God and prosper?'
2d.. The text specifies the character. sustained by
the -persons consigned to servitude. They must not
be servants of the true God, for of these, the Lord says,
'They are my servants.-They shall not be sold as
bond-men;' but the-y l]J.ust be heathen, t~at is, they
must be idolaters. Hence it is evident, that they were
enslaved for the crilne of idolatry. And when they
ceased to be heathen, embraced the true religion, and
thus become the servants of Jehovah, they were en-
titled to the benefits of jubilee. The covenant made
with Abraham required theln to be circumcised, and
of ~o~rse to be taught the principles of true religion.
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Gen. xvii. lB. 'He that is born in thy house, and he
that is bought with thy money, must needs be circumcis-
ed.' The same -is required in Exodus xii. 44, 45.. , But:
every nlan's servant that is bought for money, when
thou hast circumcised him, then shaH he eat thereof:
A foreigner and an hired servant shall not eat thereof.'
And ~hen servants, after being circumcised as mem...
bers of a believer's household, ~ade a full profession
of their faith by eating the passover, they ,vere to be
considered the servants of God, and therefore were
entitled to the privileges of Israelites, who accord..
ing to law, could not be enslaved, 'But over your
brethren the children of Israel, ye shall not rule one
.qver another with rigor.' And why? Because' they
are my servants;' and this reason was equally applica-
ble to all prof~ssors of true religion. 'One la\v shall
be to hinl that is home-born, and unto the stranger that
sejolfrneth among you.'-' And he shall be as ohe born
in tlie·:land.' But to this, it may be, you wiil reply, that
the law expressly says, 'They shall" be your bond-men
forever,'. and therefore their servitude 'vas perpetual.
I readily adllJit that the \vords 'for ever' do, accord-
ing to their primary signification express endless dura-
tion, and that they are always to be thus understood
when used in relation to eternal things; but when used
in relation to temporal things they are limited by the
nature and circumstances of the subjects to which they
relate. It is said in Exodus xxi. 6. that a I-Iebrew ser-
vant, under the circumstances there mentioned, should
serve his master" for ever,' but according to another
law he could not be made to serve longer than to the
year ofjubilee. And he~ce it is evident that the words
are used in a figurative sense, and not in their original
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sense, and merely intended to express the .~q,uration of
forty-nine years, the time between the years"-ofjubilee:
so, I apprehend, they are limited in respect to other
servants, by the same law. ' And ye shall hallow the
fiftieth year~ and proclaim liberty throughout all the
land unto all the inhabitants thereof.' Levit. xxv. 10.
According to this law, none could be enslaved longer
than from the tilne they were purchased to the year of
jubilee. Then liberty must be proclaimed to the cap-
tives, Isaiah lxi. 1. lIenee, the slavery permitted by
the Mosaic institutions was not similar to that which
exists among us. It was for the punishment of idola-
try; it was by divine permission, and it was not per-
.petual. The poor slave expected a year of universal
iliberation, a glorious emblem of the gospel day. But
~he slavery among us is not for crime; is not by divine
permission, and is perpetual-no joyful year of jubilee
is now expected by t~e miserable slave! And even
many of the servants of Jehovah are enslaved. Con-
sequently the attempt to support our system of slavery
by the Mosaic institutions, is most absurd.
ADIEU.
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LETTER XII.
DE_4.R BROTHER:
.,"'"!t
I shall in the present letter give you a few remarks
upon the arguments which the' Rev. 'Archibald Came...
ron,··cqf:'Kentucky, has presented to the public in the
first numoer of the Monitor, printed at Lexingt~n, A.
D. 1806. .The Reverend gentleman possesses both the
talents and literature necessary to making the best 'of
the cause he attempts to defend. And could we sup-
pose him actuated by the unhallow.ed motives of self...
interest, we 'would say he.had from that source, sufficient
inducement to the greatest industry in the management
of his subject; for, as we understand, he had, aLd per-
haps still has considerable property in human flesh, and
blood, and souls! ! ! And it became him, as a public
teacher to show, if possible, that his practice was in ac-
cordance with the gospel. In short, we believe that if
Mr. Cameron had been unsuccessful in adducing argu-
ments to justify the practice of slavery, it was entirely
owing to a bad cause, and not to the want of talents,
literature or industry.
His arguments are principally dra'lvn from several
passages in the New Testament in ,vhich servants are
mentioned. He lays his strong foundation in the sig-
nification of the word DOULOS, 'lvhich is translated into
the word servant. He says, 'It it ",veIl known to those
who are in the habit of reading the '\vritings of the- an-
cients, that DOULOS in Greek; the word used above, and
sCrvu8 in Latin, are used to signify that kind of servi-
tude which is perpetual or for life, 'lvhich we call slave-
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rYe ELUTliEROS the Greek word for free, is s'at in
'opposition to DOULOS, servant, which sho,vs that' the
Apostle meant a bond-man, or a slave, when he used
-the term.'
This argument is plausible, but not solid. Paul
says, 'Though I be (Elretheros) free from all men, yet
1edoulosa) I have made myself servant unto all.' 1
Cor. ix. 19. And he commands the Gallatian~~:Jdou­
l~uete) to serve one another by love, Galt"<o·v. 13.
EDoui..oSA signiiies I have made myself (doulos) a ser-
vant; and' is set in opposition to' (Elutheros) free;
but who would argue from this that Paul ,vas an invol-
untary slave for life ? Yet such an argument would be
just as conGlusive as the one which Mr. Cameron has
advanced in the passage we have quoted from the
1.\1Ionitor. I readily admit, that the Apostle had refer-
-ence to S0111e kind of servitude, ,vhen he said, 'Art
thou called, being (doulos) a servant, care not for it;
-but if thou mayest be made (Elutheros) free, use it
rather.' 1 Cor. vii. 21. But there is no evidence, from
the language of the text, what kind of servitude was
"meant. The Greek word DOULOS, like the English
word servant, specifies no particular kind of servitude.
'Hence, the translators· have not in a single instance in
'8.11 the New Testament translated the word DOULOS
into the word slave. The word slave is specific in its
meaning, and always, except when used figuratively,
denotes one bound to involuntary and perpetual servi-
tude; and in all its more general applications, it still
:refers to one particular kind of bondage. Every slave
is a servant, but every servant is not a slave. All ap-
prentices are servants, and actually bond-men during
their apprenticeship, and are, in many instances, sub.
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jected t~ stripes; but they are not called slaves. Hire-
ling~ are servants, and in some parts of the world even
these have endured stripes; yet no accurate writer'"
would call them slave-s. The translators thought it
proper to use the lvord slave in but a single instance,
in all the New Testanlent. Rev. xviii. 13. ' Slaves
and souls of men' are mentioned as the unhallowed
me:rc4,~ndizeofSpiritu~lBabylon. And here the Greek
word is not DOULOS; but SOMATON the Genitive plural
of SOMA. The truth is, the word DOULOS has such an
extensive and various application in the sacred scrip-
tures, that it would he very injudicious to translate it
into a word so limited and deterrninate, in its significa-
tion, as is the word slave, which properly denotes a
person bound to involuntary and perpetu~l servitude.
DOULOS has no such definitive meaning, but answers
to the English ,vord servant, which is as- applicable to
the subject of a ,Prince, to the common hireling, or even
to the apprentice, as it is to the slave. In many in-
stances it would be most ridiculous to translate DOULOS
into slave, as a single specification will show. 'Paul
(doulos) a slave of Jesus Christ.' How ridiculous is
such a translation! Christ is 'The Prince of the Kings
of the earth.' Paul is his servant; but not his invol-
untary slave. DOULOS is used in relation to the sub-
jects of Kings or Nobles. Luke xix. 17. ' Well, thou
good (doule) servant-have thou aJlthority over ten
cities.' Certainly the subject of a prince, and not a
slave, must have been intended by DOULE in this pas-
sage. Who would imagine that authority over ten cit-
ies would be given to n. slave? DOULOS is likewise
used in relation to hired servants. The penitent prod-
igalsRid, 'How many (misthioi, hirelings,) or hired ser-
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vants' of my father1s have/bread enough.' And ag~in,
when expressing his willi~gness to ·accept of tlte l~w­
est station in his fatp.er's house, he said, 'I am no more
worthy to be caned thy son: make- me as one of thy
hired servants :' But the (ather said to his (doulous) ser-
vants, bring forth the best robe, and put it all him.
Luke'xv. 11, 32. The prodigal said,that the hirelings
were his fathe'r's, and had b~ad enough and to ~pare.
This would be quite unnatural, if there ,vere still a low-
er order of servants in his father's house, and indeed
would imply that such servants had not bread enough.
Again, he says, make me as one of thy hirelings.' This,
on the supposition that there were still a lower orderthan
these in his father's family, was as good as saying, I am
not yet unworthy enough to take the lowest place in thy
family .. And would destroy both the beauty and the fitness
of the parable; ,vhich was intended to illustrate the na-
ture of true repentance, and the willingness of our heav-
enly Father to receive the. humble penitent. The truly
penitent sinner is willing to take the lowest station in his
father's house. But Mr. Cameron, contrary to the na-
ture of the parable, supposes that the father of the
prodigal held slaves; but upon such supposition the
prodigal w~s very· unlike the penitent sinner whom he
was intended to represent. Hence, it is evident that
the Father's (douloi) servants were his hirelings•.
Once more. DOULOS is use~ in relation to such as
dedicate themselves to the service of others. So Paul
as we have already shown, made himself (donlos) ser-
vant unto- all. And so those who have dedicated them-
selves to the service of God are called his servants.
Rev. xxii. 3. 'An~ his (douloi) servants shall serve
him.' The elder brother of the prodigal is represent-
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ed ~~ saying to his father, , Lo, these many years (don...
leu~') do'I -serve thee?' And our Lord says, 'whosoev-
er comlnitteth sin, is the (douIos) servant of 'sin.' John
viii. 34. Paul also says, 'To whom ye yield yourselves
(douloi) servants to .obey, his (douloi) servants ye are.'
R01TI. vi. 16.
. Consequently, Mr. Cameron Inust be mistaken when
he says, 'That DOULOS in 6reek-(Is) used to signify
that kind of servitud~ whieh is perpetual or for life,
which we call slavery.' It has J;lO such definite signifi..
cation. No difference whether a man serves volunta-
rily, or involuntarily, ,vhether he serves an hour or dur-
ing life, he is DOULOS a servant during the tinle he
serves. It'is a general terlU which is equally applica-
ble- to all kinds of servants, without regard either to the
nature or duration of their servitude. Hence, it affords
no proof either for or against our present system of
slavery. Thus far we think Mr. Cameron has failed in
his arguments. ,
Again, IVCr. Cameron, 'on pages 9th and 10th' quotes
1 Tim.'vi. 1, 2. 'Let as many servants as are under
the yoke, count their own masters worthy of all honor;
that the name of God and his doctrine be not blas-
phemed. And they that have believing masters, let
them not despise them because they are brethren; but
rather do them service because they are faithful and
beloved partakers of the benefit.' He appears to be
confident 'that this has a reference to slavery, or per..
petual servitude.' And in connexion with it, he tells
us of an ancient cllstoln of making captives pass under
the yoke as a token of their subjection to slavery, that
such ~Were sold and bought like other property,' and
that of this description of persons the Apostl~ Pq.ql
"
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says,.' Let as many servants as are (upo zugon) under
the yoke, count their own masters worthy ofall honor.'
But I see not the least evidence that the Apostle had'
'any reference to such custom. The Apostle does .not
say, let·as many servants as have passed under the yoke;
but he'''''says, 'Let as toany servants as are under the
yoke, :count their own' masters ,vqrthyof all honor.'
The yoke which he mentions ,vas not one under which
they had passed ; but one .that was still upon them. And
according to Mr. Cameron's own description of the in-
strument, under which captives were made to pass, itis
evident that the Apostle had no reference to it as an
emblem of perpetual slavery. In a note on the word
yoke he says, ' JUGUM, a yoke, a contrivance with forks
and spears, like a gallows, under which enemies van-
quished were forced to go. 'He;ce it is used to' signify
bondage.or slaveloy.' But ZUGON, the ,vord which the
Apostle uses, signifies no such kind of yoke as Mr.
'Cauleron here describes-it is derived from the Greek
verb ZEUGNUO, (I join together,) and consequently sig-
nifies,an instrument of conjugation, such as the yoke
which unites or couples oxen together; and because it _
thus couples them, it is called ZUGON, (a yoke)-There-
fore, it is not the kind of instrnment under which l\{r.
'Cameron says captives were made to pass as an elnblem
'Of their being subjected to slavery. In allusion to the
'yoke, which binds the ox to his fellow, bondage of va-
rious' kinds is in the scriptures termed a yoke. Sub-
jects are bound to obey their Prince, and thus are under
the yoke. 1 I{ings, xii. 4~ . 'Thy father (King Solomon)
made our yoke grievous.' Christ is a King, and they
that will be his subjects must take his yoke upon them
-~Take my yoke upon you-For my yoke is easy.'
Mat. xi. 29, 30.
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Again, the husband is bo~nd to the wife, ancJ the
wife to the husband, and though they be thus -bound by
voluntary engagement, and though their unio~ be a
source of their greatest happiness, yet they are under
the yoke. lIenee, Paul says, 2 Cor. vi. 14. 'Beye not
unequally yoked together ,vith unbelievers.' A.nd even
two voluntary associates, in a particular calling, are
considered as yolred together. Phil. iv. 3. 'I entreat
thee also true yoke fello\v.' This was a eertain pcrso.n
who had 'voluntarily associated himself with Paul :~ifi
propagating the Gospel among the heathen.
These instances are sufficient to show that the word
yoke is fig~ratively used as a general term, which is
equally ap'plicable to every kind 0'£ bondage. Mr. Call1-
eron himsel~ on page 27th, admits that every' Obliga-
tion to virtue' is a yo're. lie there argues that' If the
phrase every yoke, b~ not qualified and restricte~-it
will be proper to .break asunder the yoke of Christiani-
ty, the yoke of the civil law, the yoke of marriage, and
every other obligation to virtue.' Thus while he pleads
for a limitation of the' Phrase every yoke,' .he admits
the universal application of the term yoke in respect to
every' Obliga.tion to "virtue.' It is strange that he
makes such admission after limiting the terlTI to perpet-
ual and involuntary slavery. But ,vhat is still more
strange, he first argues that the terln yoke is applica1)le
to slavery alone, when used by the .A.postle in relation
to servants; but when he is commanded to 'Break ev-
ery yoke,' lsa. 1viii. he argues that the 'Phrase every
yoke' must be so 'Qualified and restricted' as not to
include slavery, else, he says; 'It will be proper to
break asunder the yoke of Christianity, the yoke of
civil law, the yoke of marriage, and every other obli-
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gation to virtue.' If the 'Phrase every yoke' doe~ not
include slavery, I do not 'see how the phrase 'Under
the yoke' can sigpify slavery. That the Apostle had
reference to SOlne kind of bondage when he used the
ph;rase 'Under the yoke' I readily adrnit, but 1 see no
evideti~~ that he had reference to involuntary ap.d· per-
petual slavery. Hired servants were 'in that age very
numerous. The father of the prodigal is represented
as having many of them in his service. The prodig-'al
'·~ays, 'How many hired servants of my father's have
bread enough!' And the Apostle James in his epistle,
severely reproves the rich for defraudin g the laborers
that had- reaped their fields. James v. 4. 'J3ehold, the
hire of the laborers, who have reaped do'\vriyour fields,
which is of you kept back by fraud, crieth, and the
cries of them "which have reaped, are entered into the
ears of the Lord of Sabaoth.' This ShO~7S· that the
fields of the rich were generally reaped by hired ser-
vants, and not by slaves. N O'V, had slaves been so ex-
ceedingly nUll1crous as Mr. CUlneron, on page 11th,
attenlpts, by profane history, t.o prove them to have
been, the rich ,vQuld have no need to hire reapers. If
slaves ,vere held, they ,vere held by the rich; but
James in a general epistle intcndeu .for the use of all
the churches, represents the rich as hiring their reap-
ers-This does not evidence that slaves ,vere numer-
ous. But had the rich generally held slaves, and treat-
ed theln with so shocldng cruelty ns Mr. Carperon says
they did, can 'va suppose that the agonizing cries of
the poor slaves would not have 'Entered iuto the ears
of the Lord of Sabaoth,' as well as the cries of de·
frauded hirelings? lIas the Ahnighty no compassion
for the .hapless slave? Surely the sovereign of the
I
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universe is no respecter of persons-his compassion
descends to the meanest of his creatures-The anger-
and the worm are alike the subjects of his care. Hence,
it is most reasonable to conclude that, had there been
suffering slaves in the hands of the rich, their cries
must have been heard .'in heaven, and also regaiCled in
the denunciations delivered by the inspired Apostle•.-
Persons who were in a state of abject poverty were
under the necessity of devoting themselves to the ser-
vice of the rich for wages. and that in many instances,:-
during the space of sevel'al years together; and when
they't}ntered into a contract of such duration, they were
bound· to fulfil the ternl of service it required; an'd thus
they ,vere .under the yoke-and when they bound the-m-
selves to the service of ill-disposed masters, it became
a grievous yoke; but nevertheless they were generally
obliged to bear it until their term of service was com-"
pleted according to agreement. Some in consequence
of being in debt sold themselves for a limited time in
or~el" to make payment; other insolvent debtors might
be sold by their. creditors; and we may suppose some
sold for crime-in addition to these, we may also sup-
pose that many were bound as apprentices. All these
several classes were under the. yoke during the time
for whic~ they were bound to service; and therefore
might be pr9perly addressed in the language of Paul.
'Let as many servants as are under the yoke, count
their own masters worthy of all honor, that the name
of God and his doctrine be not blasphenled.. And they
that have believing masters, let thenl not despise them.'
'I'hat the Apostle addressed servants, and not slaves,
appears evident, ,vhen we consider that God, long -be-
fore, positively prohibited the enslaving of his people,
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and with the prohibition he assigned the reason on
which it waS founded; 'They are my servants.' This
reason D1ust stand alike good in every age," and. ever
prohibit Christians from enslaving their brethren. '"But
over your brethren-ye shall not rule-with· rigor.'--
'}'or they are IllY servants.' Levit. xxv. 42, 46. I c.an-
not believe that the Apostle under the inspiration of the
Ho~y 'Spirit did, in opposition to this positive command,
permit Christians to hold their brethren as slaves for
life, and also to have the power of selling both them
and their offspring as mere property! But it would be
proper for the several classes of servants we have men...
tioned to fulfil their terms, and render the ~~rvice due
to their own masters, whether christian or heathen.
And to the heathen, they ought to be both f~ithful and
respectful, lest they should cause theln to say, that
christianity made their servants dishonest, or unwilling .
to "render them such service and regard as were justly
due. And love to their christian masters, who were
faithful and ~eloved brethren, ought t~ induce them to
render them still. more willingly the service and honor
which were justly due; and thus while fulfilling their
just obligations, they would be doing good to their
brethren, and so would enable thern to extend their lib-
erality to those who were propagating the Gospe]t
And I do not see why all the addresses made to set-
vants in the Apostolic epistles might not be applicable
to persons bound to servitude for a limited time. . Such
as were bound to intolerate heathen might endure great
evils; in such cases it would be desirable to be libera-
\ ted by satisfying the master in some Iawful way, for
the service du.e him. And, perhaps, it was o~ this
~ccQun~ that Paul said? 'Art thou called being a ser-
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vant, care not for it; but if thou mayst be free, use it
·t~ther.' But when this could not be obtained in an
equitable manner, it would be their duty to serve, even
the -froward as ,veIl as the gentle-it was such service
as justice required-lIenee, it was proper to,' enjoin
ob~dience upon theine 'Servants, obey in all things
your masters according to the flesh; not with eye-ser--
vice, as Inen-pleasers, but in singleness of heart; fear-
ing God.'-Col. iii. 22. rrhis plainly iOlplies that the
service was justly due; and that, therefore, it should
be rendered in ,the fear of God, who would punish them
in case they should defraud their masters. And these
saine mas.ters were commanded to give- unto their ser-
vants whatever wages were due for their services.
,'Masters, give unto your servants that which is just
and equal.'-Col. iv. 1. But in some instances, refer-
ence is made to the stripes which servants e'ndured.
And from this, Mr. Cameron concludes such servants
were slaves for life; but many who were servants for
a limited time, have endured stripes.-Hence, endur-
ing stripes is no certain proof of the existence of _per-
petual slavery. ' Again, ~Ir.Canleron attempts, on page
21st, to prove by the Greek phrase, 0 PAIS MOU, that
the Centurion's servant whom our Lord healed, was a
slave born in his family; but the word Pais' is some-
times used as DOULOS, a servant. Luke i. 54.~~Jfe
hath holpen his servant Israel.' And xv. 20.-' And-'he
called one of the servants.' PAIS is used in both those
passages to signify servant. Hence the phrase 0 PAIS
MOU signifies' My servant,' just as it is expressed in
our. ttanslation. Luke vii. 7. Therefore it has no re-
ference' to the servant's, ~eing born in the C,enturion's
family, nor doe. it afford any evidence that he was ~
sl~v·e for life~
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I have now considered the principal arguments
which Mr. Cameron has adduced to prove that the
Apostles did permit the prirpitive christians to hold
slaves, and though I readily grant that they are the
best his cause will admit, yet I do not think them suf~
ficient to establish his point, or to justify his practice
of holding as property his fello'\v IDen. I am fully per.
suaded that a point so unreasonable, and a practice so
unjust, can never find support from the sacred volume.
I have now complet"ed my exanlination of the princi-
pal aJ;"guments ,vhich the abettors of slavery have drawn
from the scriptures in order to support our Inodern sys-
tem of ·cruel oppression.
Yon Inay expect me in my next to show' that the
scriptures do condemn the practice of slavery.
ADIEU.
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LETTER XIII.
, -DEAR BROTHER:
I shall now present to your consideration several
passages ofthe sacred 'Scriptures which I believe to be
decidedly opposed to the kind of slavery which exists
in our slavehdlding ·States.
The first I shall invite you to consider is a prediction
found in Gen. xv. 14. 'That nation ",vhom they shall
serve, will I judge, hod afterward shall they come· out
w~th grea~ ,:substance.' This prediction relates to the
slavery wRich the Egyptians inflicted upon the. descen-
dants of Abraham. And for such infliction G'od said he
would judge them; but if it be not unjust to enslave our
fellow men, ,vhy did the Almighty denounce sentence
ofjudglnent against the Egyptians for enslaving the na-
tion of JsraeI? And why did he .execute that sentence
by inflic~ing upon them ten most desolating plagues?
What were the disgusting plagues of bloody fountains,
croaking frogs, loathsoD1e and devouring insects, and
horrible diseases;but so many different enlblems ofthe
Divine abhorrence of the crime of inflicting slavery
Upqll an innocent nation? vVhat ,vere the plagues of
massy hail-stones, terrific fire, and tremendous thun-
der, of horrible darkness, and of the destroying Angel,
the messenger of sudden death to all the first born of
Egypt, but the emblems of Divine indignation against
the injustice of slavery? Surely the various punish-
ments inflicted upon the Egyptians for enslaving the
I§raelites are so many del'DOnstrations that the prac-
tice of slavery is a crime df the greatest magnitude,
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and as such highly offensive to Jehovah. The great
substance ~hich the prediction awarded to the nation
of israel is likewise a striking demonstrat~on of the
injustice of enslaving the human species. The Egyp-
tians did not escape with merely suffering severe in-
flictions of punishment; but the~ were made to re-
munerate the Israelites for the service which they had
unjustly exacted froIl). them.-Henc~, according t~ the
prediction, the nation of Israel came out of Egypt
, with great substance.' Let it not be said that the Is-
raelites were the chosen people of God, and that,
therefore, to enslave them ,vas peculiarly criminal.
There could be no more natural injt;tstice,'ill enslaving
them than there is in enslaving any other innocent peo-
ple. And let it be remembered that God has given to
his Son' the heathen for his inheritanc;, and the ut-
termost parts of the earth for his possession.' Psahn ii.
8. Then all nations are now the property of the
Son of God, and consequently to nnslatre any qf them
must be as criminal as it was to enslave the nations of
Israel. Permit me here to relnark that the crime of
the Egyptians in enslaving the Israelites ,vas in sever-
al respects less aggravated than is tllat of the Ameri-
cans 'in enslaving the Africans. The Egyptian slavery
was much less rigorous than is that which exists in our
:~lliveholdingstates. The Israelites were not made the
property of/individuals~ as are' the Africans in Amer-
ica-consequently they were not liable to be taken
from their families and sold in the markets like beasts,
nor does it appear that the females were at all enslav-
ed; but that merely the nlales were made to labor,
under task masters, in the service of the king.-They
were permitted to live in a body together, and to hold
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property-they had Elders or Itulera among, them
whom they could"convene together wheb necess~ry,
and according to their own testimony, they were plen-
tifully fe'd. These statements are fully verified by the
book of Exod~s; and they show that the slavery to
which the Egyptians subjected the Israelites was much
more tolerable than is that to which the Africans are
now subjected by the Americans-Hence in this re-
spect the crime of the Egyptians was less heinous than
is that of the American slaveholders, who alike enslave
male and female, m;ke, them private property, separate
them from their de'arest relatives, and without regard
to age or sex, buy and sell them in the markets as
though they were beasts. And in many instances,
they are made to endure nakedness and hunger. It is
true that Phm-aoh devised a cruellnethod of preventing
the increase of the Israelites; but it does not appear
to have been executed to any considerable extent, and
even that device, dreadful as it was, fell far short of the
cr~elty of subjecting men to a whole life of the se-
vere torture, excessive toil and starvation, to which
thousands of the Africans are subjected in variou~
parts of the United States. Better far, for many .of the
hapless Aft-jeans to have entered the world under the
bloody decree pf Pharaoh, to have died by it, in an in-
fantile state, than to endure a whole life of death un-
der American b~ndage. It is undeniable, that, in ev~ly
slaveholding State, many slaves endure sufferings im-
mensely more dreadful than were those inflicted upon
the new-born infants of Israel by the bloody command
of P~araoh. Hence, when thQ slavery of Egypt is
viewed, even in its worst forms, it does not appear to
equal in cruelty that which exists among us. Conse-
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quently, it appears to me that the criminality of mod- ,
ern ·slavery does far exceed that of the slavery of
Egypt~·
I think it is proper to remark further, that at the time
in '\vhich the Isra~ljtes were enslaved by the Egyp-
tians, the knowledge of the natural rights of man 'was
very limited" and of course; despotism generally per-
vaded the world. The Egyptians were, doubtless, very
ignoranfin respect to the injustice of enslaving the
Israelites, and although thi~ did not free t.henl from
crime, yet it tende'd to the mitigation of their guilt;
but there has been 110 period in which the n'atural
rights of lnau have been ~better.understoodthan they
are in this age, nor are they gene rally so *e11 under-
stood, in the present tilne, Ly any other nation, as they
are by the United States of North America, in which
expe.rience has proved the truth of theory in relation
to both civil and religious liberty. Hence, ,ve conclude
.that slavery never was in any other age, attended with
so high a degree of criminality as it is in the present,
nor is the crilne of it, in any other nation, atte.nded \vith
so many aggravations as it is in our o,vn. Conse-
quently, if the erirna of slavery in Egypt was great, it
is immensely greater in Alnerica!
The second passage of Scripture, I shall present to
yp~r consideration, is found in Exodus xxi. 16. 'He
th'at stealeth a man and selleth him; or if he be found
in his hand, he shall surely be put to death.' This law
is recognized and re-sanctioned by the Apostle Paul, 1
Tim. i. ~,' 10. 'The law" is not made for the righteous'
maD, but-for men-stealers.' It is evident that th.ere is
no method of introducing innocent men into a state of
slavery, that is more just than that of-stealing them.
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The criminality of stealill.g does' 110t consist in the 'Sf!'"
cret ,manner in which it 'is effected; but in the unjUst
violation of another's right.· Hen~e, it is evident that
the law agai~stman-stealing forbids 'alike every other
method of enslaving the innocent. I admit that a ma:n
by 'crime m,ay forfeit his"own right to liberty, but sU'ch
·foiofeiture cannot justly take away the libelty of his
offspring. Consequently, he'reditary and involuntary
slavery cannot possibly exist ,but by the violation of
natural and unforfeited rights, aJ.ld ofc9urse by the vio-
lation of the law which prohibits man-stealing. The
very design of giving such a law was undeniably that
of securing to innocent persons ,the natural right of
fr~edom. '''~I presume you will not ilnagine that the
man who raises ano~her has a right to his services dur-
ing his life. Thousands of ha~less orphans, without
the means .of support, are providentially ~ast. upon so-
ciety ; blJt who will pre~end tl~at.Jhey, 'V~0 liaise them,
are entitled to theIr services during their lives, and
therefore may justly enslave_ theJ:n? ·The service of a,
person, until he arrives at the age of twenty-onc years,
is consid~red by the la,vs of our nation the price'of his
raising. Such' service parents are aUo,ved to receive
for raising their children. And certain~y slavehqlders \.
~:-ho raise Afric.ans cannot be justly entitled to longer
service. Indeed mos~, if n9t ~ll of them, according. to
the plainest principles of justice, ~re not entit~ed to a
moment's service Jr<?f.9 the Africans they raise. They
generally bring tb,em up in a very co~rsemanner, have
not the tr:o~ble .of nur~ing' them~ give them·no .cduca-
tion,~and at the same time receive' such vlabor frPII! their
parents as more than compensates for the little exp~nse
incurred 'by suppprting them during their rnitiority.
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Hence there are very few, if any cases at all, in:which
slaveholders are justly entitled t9 the services of Af-
,rican children until they become twenty-one years of·
age, and surely nlu~h less are they entitled to theser-
vices of anY' of them during life. Gonsequently, from
well established prInciples it is evident that the' man
who enslaves another merely because he has raised
him, violates his rights as mU,ch as the man stealer
does those of the man he steals and enslaves. But
per_haps you Dlay even suppos~ that they who purchase
slaves have a just title to· their offspring, and ofcourse
may enslave them without the violation of natural
rights. But it ought to be recollected that the slaves
who a.re thus purchased we~e themselves unjustly en-
slaved-they were either stolen, or they descended
from those who were stolen, and therefore none can
have any just right to buy' or sell them.. But were the
parents justly bound to service during life, even that
could.not give the right of enslaving the offspring. It
is admitted ~y all enlighted natIons, that parents have
no right to the serv~ce of their own children beyond a
limited time, and therefore they are neither permItted
to hold-them in perpetual bondage themselves, nor to
sell them for slaves during life. 'And certainly, if pa..
rents who generate, bear and. nurse children have n~
right" to hold slaves during life-no others can have
stlch,·;right.. It cannot be even pretended that slave-
holders have as m~ch right to the service of childrel'l
""vhom they have neither generated, borne, nor nursed,
as parents have to those of the.ir own offspring. If
generating, bearing and nursing a man canno~ give
the right of perpetual property in him, nothing else
short of creating him can. - Hence we conclude, with
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the utmost certainty, that'the practice ,.of our kind of
slavery, which originated in 'violence 'and theft, and is
perpetuated by'means eq~allyunjust as"those by which
it had ,its origin, is a flagrant violation .of the d-ivine
law against man stealing. And it if? .worthy of remark,
that the original word ·which the Apostle uses, 1 Tim. i.
10, and is translated into the word men-stealers, com-
prehends not lnerely those who steal men, but also all
who are concerned. either in enslaving any of the hu-
man species, or retaining them- in slavery.* .Indeed, it
might be rendered slave dealers with as luuch proprie-
tyas it is-rendered nlen-stealers. And, in reality, there
is no essential difference between these two classes of
men-both alike deprive inno'cent persons',of their lib-
erties-the one commits the theft, and the other con":
sents to it, and receives and vends wha-t is stolen.
N ow all slaveholders are in SCHl)e degree' concerned,
both in men ~tea1ing and slave dealing,- and, ·t~erefore,
the law is made for slaveholders as well a.s for men-
stealers and slave dealers. That they are' all alike
*' To this purpose is the follo,ving nole, which was privately
i.nserted in the Can. of Faith, revised A. D. ]805, by the General
Assembly of the Presbyt~riah Church. [' I 'rim. i. 10. ,(The
Jaw is made) for whoremongers: for thcln that defile themselv~s
with mankind, for Inen-stealers. This crime amonO' the Jews
'exposed the perpetrators of it to.capital punishment. ifxoclus xxi.
16.. And the Apostle here class~s them with sinners of the first
rank. The word he uses in its origiual import, comprehends all
who are concerned in bringing any of the hllman race into sla-
very, or det.aining'them in it. HOffiinnm fures, qni servos vel
libe:'os abducant} retillent, vendunt v,el emunt. Stealcrs of men
are all those who hring' off slaves or freemen, and keep, sell or
bny them. To steal a freeman, says Grotius, is the highest kind
of theft. In other instances we only steal human property, but
when we steal or retaiD men in slavery, we seize those \vho: in
common \\ilh ourselves, are constituted by the original grant,
lords of the earth. Gen. i. 28. Vida Poli synopsin in loc.']
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guilty to the same degree, I "will not pretend to assert ;
but that the most innocent and unsuspecting among
them are ' partakers of other men's sins,' seems to me
undeniable. And though 'they escape the judgment
of men, yet they shall not escape the righteous judg-
ment of God.' The sentence which God has annexed
to the law against man stealing shows how much he
abhors slavery. Death! certain death! is the pen-
alty which the Almighty has attached to the crime
Qf depriving an innocent person of his liberty.-'.He
that stealeth a man, and selleth him, or if he be found
in his hand, he shallSURELY BE PUTTO DEATH.'
And. it ought to be remembered that this awful penalty
was ~nnnexed to the crime of enslaving tIie innocent,
at a period of the· world when the ignorance of the
rights of man tended much to mitigate the guilt of sla-
very. The criminality of slavery continually increases
with the progress of knowledge.
The .third passage I shall invite you to consider, is
found in Deut. xxiii. 15, 16. 'Thou shalt not deliver un-
to his master the servant which is escaped from his mas-"
ter unto thee. He shall dwell with thee, even among
you, in that place which he shall choose in one of thy
gates, where it liketh him best: thou shalt not oppress
him.'
. In this passage ,ve have' the judgment of God agairist
one kind of servitude; the justice of the command
llecessarily supposes the injustice of the servitude to
which it refers. And be that kind of servitude what
it might, I am sure it could not be worse than that
,vhich is involuntary and perpetual: therefore the di-
vine decision against it must be equally against that
which exists in modern thnes. This divine decision
J{
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originate~ in the principles of justice and mercy, andg
, of course, must be as immutable as are the principles
in which it had its origin. Justice and mercy can nev-
er cease to require the protection of those who fly to
us from oppression. Hence, we conclude that the pas-
sage under consideration does fully condemn the mod-
ern practice of slavery.
The fourth passage I shall present to your consider-
ation you- will find in Isa.lviii. 6. 'Is not this the fast
that I have chos.en ? To loose the bands' of wicked-
ness, to undo the heavy burdens, and to let the oppress-
ed go free, and that ye break every yoke.' That the
Israelites <lid attempt the practice of involuntary and
perpetual slavery is evident from J ere xxxiv. 8, 17. In
thier they transcended the limits of-divine permission in
relation to servitude. Hence, they were commanded
, to let the opprossed go free, and-break every yoke.'
And if it was criminal in them to extend servitude be-
yond the limits of divine permission, it must be equally
so in us. There is no divine permission for enslaving
the Africans, and therefore the command is as obliga-
tory upon their enslavers as it was upon the m~cipat­
ing Israelites. Hence, every slaveholder is command...
ed to break the yoke of bondage, and 'to let the op-
pressed go free.'
The fifth and last passage I shall present to your
consideration contains the substance of the law and
the prophets. It is found in Math. vii. 12. ' Therefore
all 'things whatsoever ye would that men should do to
you, do ye even so to them: for this is the law and the
prophets.' .
Every man who is acquainted with the attendant and
consequent evils of slavery woqId, if a slave, desire to
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be liberated. And certainly such desire would:be con-
sistent with the divine law. Hence, no· man can hold
an innocent p~rson to involuntary servitude without vi-
olating the Savior's law of love. For,. in' doing this,
he does to- another what he :would not wish another to
do to him. No earthly consideration could induce the
slaveholder to take the place of his slaves. Therefore
it is abundantly evident that he does not do to them as
he would have them do to him. He does hold them to
service, to which he would not wish himself to be held.
There is no way of evading the force of these conclu-
sions, but by first limiting the Savior's injunction to
lawful desires, and then asserting that it is unlawful for
a slave to desire to be free-consequently we find
many adding' like circumstances' to the text, in order '
to make it tally with their own conduct.- I readilyad-
mit that the injunction necessarily supposes that we
are bound to desire of others nothing but what is in ac-
cordance with the divine law; but nothing, except a
mind under th~ infatuating influence of an insatiable
avarice, can imagine that it is unlawful for a slave to
desire freedom. All men were alike 'created free;'
and for a Inan to desire what is his natural and unfor-
feited right, never can be discordant with the law of
God. Hence Paul, when addressing servants, says, ' If
thou mayst be free, use it rather.' Now this, whether
it has reference to mere servants or involuntary slaves,
proves that the desire for freedom is lawful, and that it
is even a duty to obtain liberty when it is attainable.
But perhaps you may ask, is it lawful for a slave to de-
sire the master, w~o has purchased him, to liberate him
with the loss of the purchase money? I say it is law-
ful. None has a right to sell a man, who has never
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forfeited his liberty, and of course none C8,n have a
right to purchase" hitn; and if a man has no right to
purchase another, he has no right to hold him ,vhen pur-
chased. And it is easier for a man to endure the loss
of a few hundred dollars, than it is for one to endure a
whole life of bondage. lIenee, we say, when one man
holds another in bondage l1uring life, merely because
he has given a fe,v hundred dollars for him, he gives
the most decisive evidence that he does not love hhn
as he does himself. The slaveholder would give a mil-
lion of dollars, if he bad them, rather than be a slave
during life; yet f()! the sake of n fe,v hundred, he "will
hold another in slavery during life, and at the SUtTle
time profess to love hitn as he does himself! But how
absurd is such a profession! Could the most Inalig~
nnnt hatred do ,vorse than hold a man in abject sla-
very for life? Thus it is most evident that the slave-
holder aoes violate the la,v and the prophets. And the
New Testament is but a developenlent of the princi-
ples contained in the la,v and the prophets. lIenee,
the whole Bible is opposed to slavery. r.rhe sacred
volulne is one grand scheme of benevolence-beams
of love and mercy emanate frOID every page, while the
voice of justice denounces the oppressor; and speaks
his awful doonl !
Finally, I shall consider S01l1e of the excuses ,vhich
have been offered f{)r the J}l'ftctiee of slavery.
I. It is said' the governrnent has enslaved the Af-
l oicans, and thercfiJre slavery is the sin of the nalion,
and not of iuuiviuuals.' Nothing can be Dlore £1.11a~
cious than this excuse. The government never made,
nor held a single slave, nor did it ever compel a single
in(lividual to become a slaveholder. Individuals fit"s1-
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made, and still continue to hold slaves, and for these
purposes they' sought, and obtained permission and pro-
tection froID government. Hence they involved both
themselves and the governlnent in the guilt of slavery.
Therefore it is as unjust as it is vain for slaveholders
to charge their sin upon the government. Everyone
of them shall bear his Olvn sin.
II. It is said' the lo.1vs of the slnveholding States
prohibit the liberation of the slaves, and therefore
the crjme of slavery falls upon the States, and not
upon individuals.' To this I reply, that those States
dill not cOlnpel any to become sla.veholders-and there-
fore individuals stand first in the list of crimes. And
besides this, slaveholders made the very la.,vs which
prohibit emancipation, and they are the very men who
prevent the repeal of those laws. Hence, they are the
sale ca.use of the evil. It is vain for us to charge our
sins upon the governDlent ,vliich we made ourselves,
and Inay alter when ,ve please. And we may further
add, that they ,vho wisl] to liberate their sla,vee may
give them a pass, and send thern into other States whose
la,vB will free them.
III. It is said, 'Alas! poor creatures, freedom would
ruin them-they are not capable of doing for them-
$elves-they lvould all either starve or stenl.'
Immaculate tenderness! Astonishing eympathy!
But what is to be dreaded more than such tenderness
and sympathy? Who would wish to have them exer-
cised upon himself? The assertion that (they are not
capable of daing for themselves' is false, as may be
shown by a thousand instances. Were not the Hayti-
ens once in 8. state of the most abject slavery? Did
they not liberate themselves? And have they not hon...
K2
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'brabli maintained their independence, in spite of the
poWerful efforts of the Fr.ench nation to subnue theln?
Have they not formed a respectable republican govern-
ment? Have they not made ,vise regulations for the
promotion of science among them? And have they
not the prospect of becoming an enlightened and hap-
py nation? And have not many of those who have
been emancipated in America, become vtrealthy and
good citizens?' And where shall we find any instances
of starvation among them ? Have not the poorest
economists among them been able to provide something
better than the few pints of corn per week, in many
places, allowed to slaves? I-Io,v many of thenl have
. gone entirely naked? And 'where have they C01UOlit-
ted worse th~fts than have been comnlitted by the
whites? And r~ it not ,veIl kno,vl1 that 111any of the
crirnes charged upon the !\fj'icans have been perpetra·
ted by ,vhite rnen? It appears to me undeniable, that
freedom 'with its worst consequences, is better than
slavery with its ,best consequences. The Illost Iniser-
able of those who are free, are not so miserable in ev-
ery respect as are some in slavery. I-Ience, we say
that the tenderness ,-vhich induces men to hold others
in abject slavery, in order to save them from the ruin-
ous effects of freedom, is but a mere pn~liative for fa .
guilty conscience, and must be the offspring of blind
avarice.
IV. It is said, ., that some sla.ves have very cruel
masters, and therefore it is an act of benevolence, in
the humane, to bpy and hold them in bondage, in orde-r
to better their condition.'
This is a very plausible excuse for the practice of
Rlavery, and has no doubt had a,po"rerful influence upon
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many \vell me.aning people; but it is as false as"it is
plausible•.•,: Every man readily supposes hhnselr'to be
humane; hence, every man, upon the same principle,
would think himself authorized to purchase and hol~
._ slaves, and thus the widest door would be opened to the
practice of what we admit to be in itself unjust.. If
all the humane would refuse to hold slaves, the evil of
s'avery ~ould soon be- banished froin the world. The
example of the hurnane encourages the cruel, by giv-
ing countenance to their oppressions; and their kind-
ness to their slaves keeps out of view many of the
worst evils of slavery, and causes it to assume a luild
and tolerable aspect; thus their partial benevolence
becomes universal cruelty. If slavery is unjust, it must
be ~riminal to sanction it by our exanlple. .
Again, suppose you were to purchase- fiom the Alge-
rines an unfortunate captive ,vhom they were deter-
mined to enslave during life, do you suppose that their
determination'to deprive flim of liberty would justify
you in subjecting him to similar bondage with some
mitigations of suffering? Certainly, you~.wouldnever
so much as think of subjecting such a person to slavery
for life unless his skin were black. But the color of the
skin does not in the least alter the nature of the case-
the la,v of love knows no distinction in colors-it binda.
us alike to regard the nntul·al rights of all men-what-
ever is naturally due froln us to a ,vhite man, is equally
so to one that is black..
V. It is said, 'that the .A.frieans are in slavery, and
,vill certainly be continued in it, and therefore one may
as well hold them as another; and he ,vho holds then!'
does not take away their liberty, for this they. never
possessed.'
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Sup-pose a man were to happen with a band of rob-
ber~, arid they should invite him to join them in robbing
a travelling gentleman of his money. He, at first, ex-
postulates with them about the cruelty and injustice of
robbery-they tell him he may have his choice as to
the matter in question, but they are deterrnined to have
111e traveller's nloney. He at length says-Alas, poor
man, they will certainly take his money, and my refus-
ing to take part with them will not alter the case, nor
better the condition of the unfortunate stranger; there-
fore I IDay as well join, and get a share of the spoil-
I may as well have it as another. A way he goes with
the "rest, and takes his share of the Inoney. Is he the
less guilty, because the others would certainly have
committed the robbery without him? Then surely a
man is not the less guilty in holding an innocent person
in bondage, -because he would certainly.be held in it
by another. An innocent man has ever a right to free-
dom, and therefore whoever holds him in bondage does·
take away his liberty.
VI. Finaij.y, it is 5aid, ' It will not do to free them .
among us. If they must be among us, let theln be
slaves.'
Weare commanded to 'do justly and love mercy,'
and this we ought to, do without delay, and leave the
consequences attending it to the control of Him who
gave the command. We ought also to remember that
no excuse for disobedience will avail us any thing when
he shall call us to judgment. If we refuse to do the
Africans justice, we may expect the suprelne Governor
of the world to avenge their wrongs, and cause their
own arm to make them free! Hence, our own safety
demands their liberation. Hold them in bondage, and
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you will inure them to hardshjP, and prepare them for
the day of battle. You will also keep them together,
increase their numbers, and enable them to overpower
the nation.' Their enormous increase, beyond that of
the white population, is truly alarming. But liberate
them, and their increase will become proportionate to
the rest of the nation. They will scatter over this
Union-many of them ,vill emigrate to Hayti and Af-
rica. Prepare them for citizenship, and give them the -
privileges of. free men, and they will have no induce-
nlents to do us harm; but persist in oppressing thenl,
and ruin will eventually burst upon our nation. The
storm is gathering fast-dismal clouds already begin
to darken our horizon! A few more years" and the
work of death will comnlence !
No,v, my dear brother, I think I have clearly shown
that both reason and revelation do condemn the prac-
tice of slavery. I therefore entreat you to liberate the
poor Africans you have purchased, and provide for them
some comfortable ,vay of living. To have done this,
,vill give you no painful sensations upon a dying bed.
I must now close my series of letters-I hope you
will receive them as so many tokens of sincere affec-
tion for you. My heart fills as I approach the closing
Dloment. it seems as if I am about to bid you a long
and uncertain farewell! All the tender scenes .of our
youthful days seem at once to rise to vie,v, to a'waken
the softest sensibilities of nature, and excite the strong-
est solicitude for your happiness; ,vhile the appalling
thought presses upon me that you will refuse to hear a
brother's voice, the voice of reason, and what is infin-
itely more, the voice of God. A brother pleads with
you; nature by all her tenderest sensibilities, and the
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God of n~ture; by all'those heavenly sympathies that
issued from a Savior's bleeding heart, plead with you,
to 'do justly, to love mercy,' 'and to let the oppressed
go free l' And can you refuse? And if you do, I am
your brother-I will not speak your doom! ! 1 "
FAREWELL! ! 1
'rHE END.
